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ABSTRACT 

Computer graphics encompasses the process of displaying an object stored in the 

computer as a mathematical or geometric description on a computer screen. Volume 

graphics is a sub-field of computer graphics that deals with extracting and visualizing 

meaningful information from volumetric data. Volumetric data consists of a set of points 

that defines some properties of the three-dimensional space they occupy. Using current 

techniques, such data can be considered as a computer graphics object where each point 

of data is represented in the computer as a voxel. Each voxel allows the volume to be 

rendered in three-dimensions when these volumes previously could have been displayed 

only as iso-contours in cross-sectional planes. 

Volume data contains more information than mathematical descriptions of 

surfaces because extemal and internal representations are both provided. However, 

rendering high quality volume graphics is an arduous task that requires massive amounts 

of computation for calculating voxel contributions to a final image. This process is 

fiirther complicated and poses unique challenges for developers when attempting to 

achieve interactive frame rates. Recently, researchers have tumed to consumer graphics 

hardware and texture-based techniques to relieve software from the burden of such 

processing. Several problems, such as limited texture memory and visual artifacts, occur 

when dealing with consumer graphics hardware. Furthermore, modification of voxels 

stored in texture memory during run-time requires additional overhead and pre

processing. These problems range in difficulty according to the different rendering 

techniques implemented. 

The general problem this thesis addresses is the development of two texture-based 

volume-rendering techniques to provide real-time interactive volume visualization within 

the context of a PC-based anatomical training system. The anatomical training system 

that I developed, which applies these two techniques, is called V-VBS. V-VBS utilizes 

the Visible Human (VH) datasets and two texture-based rendering techniques called 

object-aligned and view-aligned slices to create interactive volumetric virtual body 
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structures (V-VBS) on personal computers while still providing interactive frame rates 

for large full-color volumes. Typical anatomical training systems use special hardware, 

expensive workstations, or pre-rendered images to provide users with an interactive 

environment. V-VBS allows the choice of rendering techniques based on graphics card 

capabilities and provides a means to reduce the resolution of volumes to achieve 

interactive volume rendering for large volumes. 

V-VBS utilizes the visible human male dataset to provide realistic colorization 

and organ identification through a ray to bounding box collision detection algorithm. V-

VBS uses consumer graphics hardware features to allow "on the fly" changes to the 

volume. These changes occur to groups of voxels in real-time while the computer is 

rendering the volume. However, some consumer graphics cards do not support features 

that allow real-time changes to voxels. Therefore, new databases were created based on 

the original dataset allowing users to make changes to the volume at near interactive rates 

or to change the visibility of structures before the volume is rendered. To assist in 

changing voxels at near interactive rates, a bounding box database was created based on 

the VH segmentation database. In a worse case scenario, where a computer does not 

have the capabilities to change voxels "on the fly," a user can change the visibility of 

structures before a volume is rendered. For such a scenario, an algorithm was created to 

quickly search the segmented data to display a present structure list fi-om a user specified 

volume of interest (VOI). Additionally, a cormected structures database was created 

allowing a user to view a list of surrounding structures to fiirther aid in choosing the 

visibility of structures before a volume is rendered. 

Testing of the V-VBS system was conducted on four personal computers with 

nine volumes. Each computer had different resources and the dimensions of each volume 

were different. One computer had a Pentium 4 1.8 Ghz processor, 1GB of RAM, and a 

GeForce3 graphics card. The second computer had a Pentium 3 933Mhz processor, 

512MB of RAM, and a GeForce2 graphics card. Using the first computer a volume 

containing the liver (512x512x256, about 67 M voxels) can be created and manipulated, 

with most interactions taking a few seconds. Computationally intense rotation is achieved 
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at 4fps using the view-aligned method. Using both methods of volume rendering 

discussed in this thesis a typical volume with 16.7 M voxels (256x256x256 dimensions) 

runs at 27fps using the object-aligned technique and I2^s using the view-aligned 

technique. On the second computer such a volume cannot run at interactive frame rates 

at fill! resolution, but by reducing the resolution 1 Ifys is achieved. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer graphics encompasses the process of displaying an object stored in the 

computer as a mathematical or geometric description on a computer screen. The first 

computer graphics were vector-based displays made up entirely of two-dimensional lines. 

Advances in technology expanded computer graphics to incorporate raster graphics 

composed of small points of color called pixels. Raster graphics made it possible to 

adequately visualize common objects using surface based models. However, it was not 

until volume graphics were invented that objects such as clouds, smoke, and anatomy 

could be effectively visualized. 

Volume graphics is a sub-field of computer graphics that deals with visualizing 

volumetric data, which consists of a mass of points that define some properties of the 

three-dimensional space they occupy. Before the advent of volume graphics, volume 

data was visualized using 'traditional' techniques such as iso-contours in cross-sectional 

planes. Now such data can be considered as a computer graphics object where each point 

of data is represented in the computer as a volume element or voxel (see Figure 1.1), and 

all three dimensions displayed. This type of data contains more information than 

mathematical descriptions of surfaces because extemal and intemal representations are 

both provided. However, several theoretical and computational problems arise during the 

process of calculating visual contributions of each point to form a final image, also 

known as rendering. Researchers have developed several algorithms to produce quality 

images, such as ray casting [1], shear-warp [2], and splatting [3]. Others have designed 

special hardware [4, 5, 6, 7] or require advanced workstations [8, 9] to create interactive 

volumetric systems. 

Advances in hardware have significantly changed the field of computer 

graphics. The success of raster-based graphics in the 1970's was greatly influenced by 

advances in hardware [10]. Now advances in hardware are drastically changing the field 

of computer graphics to incorporate volume graphics. Recent commercial graphics cards 



can now produce extremely fast rendering times and are inexpensive enough to be 

preinstalled on "off the shelf computers. These advances have prompted additional 

research into texture-based techniques that utilize available graphics hardware to produce 

interactive visualization at reasonable quality on standard PCs. Problems with these 

techniques such as altering resolution, modifying the volume itself, and maintaining 

interactivity for large datasets arise fi-om dealing with graphics hardware. 

Figure 1.1: Voxels composing a volume. 

Volumetric data is pervasive in a wide variety of research areas including 

atmospheric studies, medicine, astrophysics, and geophysics. The most impressive and 

highest resolution images currently available are of data that has been obtained from 

cadavers [11]. Cryosection images obtained from cadavers contain vast anatomical 

information because they are high-resolution cross-sectional color images. Therefore, 

using this type of data to visualize the human body provides a challenging computational 

environment in which to conduct volume visualization. Most existing systems that use 

medical imaging data use surface based models or provide pre-rendered images. 

Volume data contains more information than mathematical descriptions of 

surfaces because extemal and intemal representations are both provided. However, 



rendering high quality volume graphics is an arduous task that requires massive amounts 

of computation for calculating voxel contributions to a final image. This process is 

further complicated and poses unique challenges for developers when attempting to 

achieve interactive fi-ame rates. Recently, researchers have tumed to consumer graphics 

hardware and texture-based techniques to relieve software from the burden of such 

processing. Several problems, such as limited texture memory and visual artifacts, occur 

when dealing with consumer graphics hardware. Furthermore, modification of voxels 

stored in texture memory during run-time requires additional overhead and pre

processing. These problems range in difficulty according to the different rendering 

techniques implemented. 

The general problem this thesis addresses is the development of two texture-based 

volume-rendering techniques to provide real-time interactive volume visualization within 

the context of a PC-based anatomical training system. The anatomical training system 

that I developed, which applies these two techniques, is called V-VBS. V-VBS utilizes 

the Visible Human (VH) datasets and two texture-based rendering techniques called 

object-aligned and view-aligned slices to create interactive volumetric virtual body 

structures (V-VBS) on personal computers while still providing interactive frame rates 

for large fiill-color volumes. Typical anatomical training systems use special hardware, 

expensive workstations, or pre-rendered images to provide users with an interactive 

environment. V-VBS allows the choice of rendering techniques based on graphics card 

capabilities and provides a means to reduce the resolution of volumes to achieve 

interactive volume rendering for large volumes. 

V-VBS utilizes the visible human male dataset to provide realistic colorization 

and organ identification through a ray to bounding box collision detection algorithm. V-

VBS uses consumer graphics hardware features to allow "on the fly" changes to the 

volume. These changes occur to groups of voxels in real-time while the computer is 

rendering the volume. However, some consumer graphics cards do not support features 

that allow real-time changes to voxels. Therefore, new databases were created based on 

the original dataset allowing users to make changes to the volume at near interactive rates 



or to change the visibility of structures before the volume is rendered. To assist in 

changing voxels at near interactive rates, a bounding box database was created based on 

the VH segmentation database. In a worse case scenario, where a computer does not 

have the capabilities to change voxels "on the fly," a user can change the visibility of 

structures before a volume is rendered. For such a scenario, an algorithm was created to 

quickly search the segmented data to display a present structiire list fi-om a user specified 

volume of interest (VOI). Additionally, a connected structures database was created 

allowing a user to view a list of surrounding stmctures to further aid in choosing the 

visibility of structures before a volume is rendered. 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Basic Concepts of Computer Graphics 

The computer graphics field is dedicated to the generating (rendering) of images 

using a computer. Some common areas in which computer graphics are used include user 

interfaces, interactive plotting of data, cartography, medicine, multimedia systems, 

simulation, animation, and computer aided-design. Most modem computers have the 

capability to display realistic three-dimensional images of objects, but before this can 

take place a graphical representation of an object or objects must be stored in the 

computer. Graphical representations typically include detailed geometric or 

mathematical description of objects often referred to as models. Applications use models 

to display realistic images by providing appropriate light calculations that make objects 

appear three-dimensional. 

1.1.1.1 Surface-Based CG 

Surface-based models approximately describe the surface and shape of the object 

only to the extent that a rendered image passably resembles that object. These models are 

simple and easy to manipulate because they are composed entirely of polygons. 

Regardless of the simplicity of polygons, surface models can represent complex objects 



such as Virtual Body Structures [12] (Figure 1.2). In conjunction with texture mapping, 

such models can convincingly portray complex objects realistically and efficiently to 

produce highly realistic and interactive images. Texture mapping is a technique used to 

add detail to a polygon or polygons without additional vertices. In order to texture map a 

model, the texture data and texture coordinates must be specified. Texture data is the 

pixels to be applied to the polygon and texture coordinates specify the location of the 

texture map. There are several ways to apply texture data. In general, texture mapping 

is a lookup table for color, intensity, or transparency that is applied to an object as it is 

rendered [13]. Texture maps are two-dimensional when apphed to surface-based models, 

but three-dimensional texture mapping is also available. 

Figure 1.2: Surface model of the urinary system (From VBS]). 



1.1.1.2 Volume-Based CG 

Despite their robustness, surface-based models cannot adequately represent 

objects when the interior of the object is of interest. Surface-based models lack intemal 

representation and appear hollow when made transparent or cut in half Volume-based 

models represent an object completely in three-dimensional space, display intemal 

structures when made transparent, and appear solid when cut in half (Figure 1.3). These 

models are composed of volume elements (voxels) that contain information about the 

model at sample points in three-dimensional space. Voxels store information such as 

color, density, velocity, or simple occupancy depending on the nature of the sampled 

volume. 

Figure 1.3: Volume rendering ofurinary system (V-VBS). 



1.1.2 Basic Concepts of Volume Graphics 

Volume graphics is a sub-field of computer graphics that includes surface 

renderings and volume renderings of volume data. Surface renderings in volume 

graphics are referred to as indirect visualization or indirect volume rendering because 

surface-based models are created from volume data. Volume renderings are referred to 

as direct visualization or direct volume rendering since they visualize volume data 

without intermediate geometi-ic representation [13]. Generally, volume graphics is the 

synthesis, modeling, manipulation, and rendering of volumetric geometric objects stored 

in a volume buffer containing voxels [14]. 

1.1.2.1 Indirect Volume Rendering 

Volume graphics that use volume data to determine surfaces then create and 

display a surface-based model are called indirect volume graphics. The most widely used 

indirect volume rendering method that explicitly extracts surfaces is called iso-surfacing. 

This method uses a density value (iso-value) to determine voxels where a surface exists 

and then uses a technique, such as the marching cubes algorithm [15], to generate a 

surface-based model. 

1.1.2.2 Direct Volume Rendering 

Unlike indirect volume graphics, direct volume graphics does not require a 

surface-based model to visualize volume data. Direct volume graphics uses voxels 

direcfly fi-om the volume data to determine pixel values for the image displayed to the 

screen. Researchers have developed several methods of direct volume rendering, but 

they all evaluate optical properties, such as color and opacity, along viewing rays cast 

through the volume, even if the algorithm does not implement explicit rays [16] (Figure 

1.4). 



Volume 

View Plane 

Viewer 

Figure 1.4: Ray intersecting the volume to compose a pixel on the view-plane. 

The most popular direct volume rendering algorithms are ray casting, splatting, 

shear-warp, and 3D texture mapping. The ray-casting algorithm casts a ray from each 

pixel on the screen into the volume along the line of sight [14]. While following a ray, 

the voxels it pierces are sampled and the resulting colors and opacities are accumulated to 

yield the ray's final color. All computations are done through software and computation 

time is based on the number of rays and voxels. Although, some special hardware has 

been developed to process computations involved in ray-casting [4, 5, 6, 7]. Splatting 

can be described as if the voxels were thrown up against a wall. A single voxel makes a 

partem called a "footprint" on the wall. The distribution of a voxel's energy is calculated 

according to its footprint, and the energy is added to each pixel it projects onto by 

compositing the color and opacity at that point in proportion to the energy [3]. Shear-

warp, proposed by Lacroute and Levoy, uses a technique much like ray-casting but uses a 

shear and warping matrix on the viewing transform that changes ray-casting into two 

dimensions [2]. The shearing step avoids the ray calculations of stepping through the 

volume in a non-orthogonal direction. It factors the viewing transformation into a 3D 

shear parallel to the data slices to create a projection that forms an intermediate but 

distorted image (Figure 1.5). A 2D warp then creates an undistorted final image. Shear-

warp accomplishes faster rendering rates by using an encoding scheme and skips opaque 
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image regions and transparent voxels. The textiu-e mapping method stores voxels' colors 

in 2D or 3D textures and creates a volume by stacking texture mapped polygons, 

blending them together, then orienting them by the object or view plane. This method is 

unique because most processing is done through common graphics accelerating hardware 

which leads to extremely fast rendering times. 

An extensive survey [17] evaluates and compares all four rendering techniques. 

The survey compared each rendering technique and their parameters (Table 1.1). The 

techniques and parameters are sample rate, sample evaluation, interpolation, rendering 

pipeline, acceleration, precision, and voxels considered. The rate at which the volumetric 

data is sampled by the rendering fiinction is the "sample rate". The "sample evaluation" 

is the determination of the value at each sample location. "Interpolation" is the method 

of calculating gaps in the data (smoothing). The "rendering pipeline" row shows when 

classification is performed. Classification is the process of assigning opacity values to 

voxels. Classification can occur before or after interpolation. "Acceleration" is the 

method in which the algorithm uses some method to speed up calculations thereby 

producing faster frame rates. "Precision" is the accuracy of the calculations performed 

by each algorithm. "Voxels considered" is the voxels within the volume that are used for 

rendering. The survey uses real-life benchmark datasets with different characteristics and 

a wide variety of scenarios to obtain results for each technique (Table 1.2). The table 

shows the size, relevant voxels, rendering mode, compactness, and pixel content. "Pixel 

content" is the number of voxels that contribute to a final pixel that composes the final 

image. "Compactness" is the amount of relevant material contained in the volumetric 

object. The results (Table 1.3) obtained showed that 3D texture mapping and shear warp 

obtained the fastest frame rates, but produced lower quality images (Figures B.l and 

B.2). 3D texture mapping out performed shear warp in most cases, except for when the 

volume exceeded the texture memory provided by hardware. They also found that 

splatting and ray-casting rendered slower, but produced higher quality images (Figures 

B.l and B.2). The survey also noted that when texture mapping exceeded the amount of 



memory available the frame rate was significantly lower. Therefore, shear-warp 

outperformed 3D texttire mapping when the skull and blood were rendered. 

Shear Matrix ei, = 

3r^Z2 

f t t 
Figure 1.5: Using a shear matrix to achieve orthogonal rays. 

Table 1.1: Distinguishing features and commonly used parameters of the four surveyed 
volume rendering algorithms. 

Sample rate 

Sample evaluation 

Interpolation 

Rendering pipeline 

Acceleration 

Precision 

Voxels considered 

Ray Casting 

freely 
selectable 

point sampled 

trilinear 

post-classified 

early ray 
termination 

floating point 

all 

Splatting 

freely selectable 

averaged across As 

Gaussian 

post-classified 

early splat 
elimination 

floating point 

relevant 

Shear-Warp 

fixed [1.0, 0.58] 

point sampled 

Bilinear 

pre-classified, 
opacity-weighted 

colors 

opacity encoding 

floating point 

relevant 

3D Texture 
Mapping 

freely 
selectable 

point sampled 

trilinear 

pre-classified, 
no opacity-
weighted 

colors 

graphics 
hardware 

8-12 bits 

all 
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Table 1.2: Benchmark datasets and rendering modes. 

Raycasting 

Splatting 

Shear-warp 

3D Texture-map 

Fuel 

4.96 

1.41 

0.09 

0.06 

Neghip 

8.15 

7.35 

0.24 

0.04 

Skull 

7.78 

11.09 

0.27 

0.7 

Blood 

12.31 

1.87 

0.09 

0.7 

Shock-wave 

3.02 

21.77 

0.91 

0.14 

Table 1.3: Average frame times (in sees) for 24 random views onto the five datasets 

Dataset 

Blood 

Neghip 

Skull 

Fuel 
Injector 

Shock-wave 

Voxels 

64' 

64^ 

265' 

256' 

64^x512 

Relevant 
Voxels 
0.5% 

79.3% 

8.2% 

12.5% 

59% 

Rendering Mode 

Opaque isosurface 

Moderately semi-
transparent 

Opaque isosurface 

semi-transparent 
w/ interior opaque 

stmcture 

Opaque isosurface 

Compact
ness 
Low 

High 

Med 

High 

High 

Pixel 
Content 

Low 

Med 

Low 

Med 

High 

1.2 Visible Human Dataset 

Volumetiic data is pervasive in a wide variety of research areas including 

atmospheric stiidies, medicine, asfrophysics, and geophysics. Out of all of these fields 

the medical field provides the highest resolution images. This is due to the National 

Library of Medicine's (NLM) efforts to create a volumetric digital image library of a 

complete adult male and female body, dubbed the Visible Human Project [18]. This 

project's main objective was to provide: 
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[A] common reference point for the study of human anatomy, as a set of common 
public domain data for testing medical imaging algorithms, and as a test bed and 
model for the constmction of image libraries that can be accessed through 
networks.[18] 

The Visible Human Project succeeded in collecting 1mm axial slices from a male cadaver 

and digitally scanned each sHce (Figure 1.6). The VHM data was free to the pubhc and 

spawned a great deal of research and development aimed at providing innovative 

information technologies for the Visible Human. These images make it possible for 

applications to visuahze the Visible Human Male (VHM) body; however, it is the 

segmented data that provides structural information for each pixel. The volumes created 

by the V-VBS uses the Visible Human Male dataset that contains 1,878 shces with 

resolution 1760 x 1024 to produce volumes composed of 0.33 x 0.33 x 1.0mm voxels. 

Figure 1.6: Visible Human male cryosection slice. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RELATED WORK 

2.1 Volume Rendering Theoretical Backgroimd 

Volumetric data is mathematically represented as a three-dimensional scalar field: 

/(3c) e R with jc e i^^ 

Despite the representation as a continuous three-dimensional domain, within the process 

of volume rendering, this scalar field is stored as a 3D array of values. Each value 

(voxel) is obtained by sampling the domain at a discrete location. As described in the 

introduction, direct volume rendering methods use voxels to create volumetric images 

without explicitly extracting surfaces of objects that may be of interest. Such methods 

treat voxels as a dense set of particles which light travels through and is affected. 

Therefore, direct volume rendering is generally described as a mapping of voxels to 

optical properties such as color and opacity, and integrates the corresponding optical 

effects along viewing rays into the volume, in order to generate a projected image 

directiy from the volume data. The corresponding integral is known as the volume 

rendering integral (VRI) which in evaluated numerically through several approximations 

as a summation of color components. The VRI computes the color (emission) and 

opacity (absorption) contributions along a ray up to a certain distance D into the volume: 

D -JT(s(r(,l')))dl' 

C = jc(s(r(t)))e » dt . 
0 

Here r(t) represents the parameterized ray through the volume and s(r(t)) is a scalar value. 

To obtain the color for a pixel (C), a ray is cast into the volume and integration is 

D 

performed along it ( \dt) until the ray exits the volume where t = D. The color 
0 

contribution of the volume at a certain position x(t) consists of the color emitted, 

-Jr(s(F(/')))</(' 

c(s(r(t))), multiplied by the cumulative absorption, e ' , up to the position of 

emission. The VRI can be reduced to a blending process by using a few approximations. 
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The cumulative absorption along a ray can be approximated by re-sampling at every 

interval: 

e "° 

The summation can then be substituted by a multiplication: 

[,id\ 

y i g-r{s{x(id)))d 

1=0 

Another substitution may be made so that the opacity values a are introduced where a is 

defined as: 

Plugging a into the equation allows the use Oj as an approximation for the absorption of 

the i-th ray segment, instead of absorption at a smgle point. 

l"di 

i=0 

The color (emission) of the i-th ray segment can be approximated by: 

q=c(s(r(t)))d. 

Having approximated both the emissions and absorption along a ray the approximate 

evaluation of the VRI is: 

C.ppro.=tCfYl{^-cCj) whcrcn = lD/d\. 
1=0 y=0 

2.2 Texture Volume Rendering 

Viewing a volume from arbitrary positions requires re-sampling of the volume 

along rays. These rays extend and intersect at sample points within the volume to 

compose pixels of the final image. In typical approaches, direct volume rendering such 

as ray-casting and splatting, no geometry exists. However, geometry is the only thing 

that commercial graphics hardware with texture mapping capabilities can render. 

Therefore the only way to achieve the sampling of a texture is through the use of 
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polygons. When textured polygons are used to resample volume data stored in the 

graphics card memory, the sample points are forced to lie on planes. The textured 

polygons are then blended through hardware operations with other textured polygons to 

compose the final image plane. In 1994, CuUip and Neumann published a report 

describing how to render volumes using the 3D texturing hardware of a Silicon Graphics 

Reality Enginê "*̂  workstation [19]. The report describes two orientations of sample 

planes, seen in Figure 2.1, that are rendered as textured polygons to display volumes at 

interactive frame rates using OpenGL library calls. These orientations align polygons 

with the object-space axes to produce object aligned polygons and the image-space axes 

to produce viewer aligned polygons. As a volume is rotated, the object-aligned method 

rotates the polygons and switches to display one of the three sets of axis-aligned 

polygons. Figure 2.2a. When using the view-aligned method, rotations are not applied to 

polygons. Instead polygons are only clipped by the volume boundary and the texture of 

each polygon is manipulated based on rotations, Figure 2.2b. However, this type of 

volume rendering was restricted to high-end workstations, such as the Silicon Graphics 

Reality Engine'̂ '*̂ , until 2001 when commercial graphics cards, such as NVIDIA's 

GeForce3, supported 3D texture mapping. In the year 2000, a technique using object-

aligned slices and the multi-texturing abilities of the GeForce 256 was developed by 

Rezk-Salama et al. [20]. This technique used 2D textured polygons instead of 3D 

textured polygons and still produced volume renderings at interactive frame rates. 

Additional techniques for improving the quality of volumes produced by 2D textiu-ed 

polygons were also developed. 
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a) Object space 
sample planes 

b) Image space 
sample planes 

Figure 2.1: Sample plane orientations from a 2D perspective. 
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a) Object-Aligned Polygons 

b) View-Aligned Polygons 
Figure 2.2: Sample plane orientations from a 3D perspective. 

Figure 2.3: Kidney with few polygons using 2D-textured object aligned method. 
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Figure 2.4: Kidney with few polygons using 3D-textured view aligned method. 

2.2.1 View-Ahgned Polygons 

The view-aligned polygon method can only be implemented using 3D texture 

mapping. A three-dimensional texture can be thought of as layers of two-dimensional 

sub-image rectangles. In memory, these rectangles are arranged in a sequence, which 

enables sample planes and texture coordinates to be calculated directly. Texture 

coordinates are calculated and used for indexing the 3D texture map to display the 

appropriate pixels on each polygon as rotation occurs, thus re-sampling the volume. The 

speed of this method is typically determined by the need to recalculate the sample planes 

at each change of the viewpoint. 

The V-VBS system clips polygons along the volume boundary to create a 3D 

textured view- aligned volume. After the intersection points between the polygons and 

the volume boundary are calculated and stored, the points for a single polygon must be 

drawn in-the correct order. The algorithm to correctly order the points is derived from 

the following formula for a plane of a polygon: 

Tip: Np • X + dp 
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where Np is the normal vector of the plane, X is any point on the plane, and dp is a 

constant which determines part of the position of the plane. Tip can be computed by 

substitiiting X with the parametric equation of a line. A ray, R(t), is defined by an origin 

point, P, and a direction vector, D. 

R(t) = P + tD 

The scalar t is a variable that is used to generate different points on the ray, where t-

values of less than 0 are said to lie behind the ray origin, and the positive t-values are said 

to lie in front of it. Now the solution is presented below: 

N^»(P-^tD) + D^=0.: 

d-N»P 
t — '' 

N,*D 

Plugging t back into the ray equation provides the point of intersection between the ray 

and tiie plane. Performing this algorithm for each edge of the slice produces a series of 

intersection points that must be ordered correctly so that OpenGL can draw the slice 

therefore calculations are required to create a convex hull. 

The computations for the convex hull are performed with a package-wrapping 

algorithm which runs in 0(nm) time, where n is the number of points in the set and m is 

the number of points on the convex hull [21], but since all of points will lie on the hull 

the algorithm will run in O(n^) time. The package-wrapping algorithm works as if the 

points are nails sticking out of a board and the string is attached to a nail that definitely 

lies on the hull. Next the string is stretched out in a line parallel to the x-axis and then the 

string is rotated around the nail. The first nail that the string comes into contact with is 

recorded as being on the hull and becomes the nail to which the string is attached and 

then the cycle is repeated (see Figure 2.3). The loop for each point searches to form a 

line that creates a minimum angle with the rest of the partially formed convex hull. Since 

angles are only compared, computational expensive functions can be avoided if the value 

of each angle is not actually computed. All that is needed is the function,/, such thaty(x) 

<f(y) whenever x < y, where x and y represent angles in the range [0,2TC). The second 

loop in listing 3.B in Appendix B uses only one division and no multiplication or square 
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root yet behaves like an angle under comparison and its range closely approximates that 

of a real angle: it is [0,4) instead of [0,27t). 

6 
Figure 2.3: Package wrapping example. 

2.2.2 Object-Aligned Polygons 

The object-aligned polygon method is typically implemented using 2D texture 

mapping. Although 3D texture mapping could be used with this technique, the quality of 

the rendered volume produced by viewer-aligned polygons is noticeably better than 

object-aligned polygons; therefore, if 3D texture mapping is supported, viewer-aligned 

polygons should be used. When using object-aligned polygons, three sets of polygons 

each facing a different axis (X, Y, or Z) are displayed based on which plane is most 

parallel to the view-plane as the view-point changes. At 45-degree angles, before a 

change in displaying one set of polygons for another, the gaps between slices are more 

noticeable and the quality of the rendered volume is lessened. Another drawback to this 

method is that three copies of voxel information must be stored as textures for each of the 

three sets of polygons tripling the amount of memory used. However, this technique 

produces faster frame rates than view-aligned polygons because a simple examination of 

the view matrix determines which of the three sets of slices must be displayed. 
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There is a problem with both object and view aligned polygons when the volume is 

viewed in perspective projection mode. The rays intersect the sample planes at different 

angles thereby sampHng the voxels at different rates (see Figure 2.4). A solution, which 

is not implemented in this system, is to use spherical shells instead of polygonal slices 

(see Figure 2.5). These shells are generated by clipping tessellated spheres against both 

the viewing frustum and the boundary of the volume data. A major drawback of using 

spherical shells is that they are more complicated to implement than planar slice stacks, 

and they also require more geometry to be rendered. Additionally, spherical shells are 

only used in perspective projection and require 3D texture mapping. The visual artifacts 

caused by the different sample rates using slice stacks are typically not intrasive enough 

to warrant the exfra work in order to use spherical shells. 

A ̂  amlblP mpctbn B . P eispecti/e pm^pctxsn 

to age! 

eve 

Figure 2.4: Sampling locations on view-aligned polygons for parallel (A) and 
perspective (B) projection, respectively. 
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Figure 2.5: 2D and 3D views of spherical shells used to sample voxel data. 

2.3 Alpha Blending 

Despite various implementations of texture volume rendering the processes within 

OpenGL to create a volumetric image are the same. The steps are as follows: 

1. Textured polygons are drawn back to front. 

2. OpenGL rasterizes the scene (converts to pixels). 

3. OpenGL performs blending on fragments (pixels). 

4. OpenGL draws final pixels to the frame buffer. 

In step 1, polygons are drawn back to front in order for OpenGL to blend each 

voxel in the proper order. The most important step is when OpenGL performs alpha 

blending and evaluates the approximated VRI in step 3. Blending factors are both 

represented as quadruplets, (Rs,Gs,Bs,As) and (Rd,Gd,Bd,Ad) for source and destination 

pixels, (Sr,Sg,Sb,Sa) and (Dr,Dg,Db,Da) for the source and destination blending factors. 

The pixels are then combined by 

(RsSr+RdDr, GsSg+GdDg, BsSb+BdDb, AsSa+AjDa) . 

Basically the VRI is evaluated in back-to-front order by stepping / from «-l to 0: 

c; = c,+(i-4)C 
The result is a new color from the color d and opacity Ai at the current location /, and the 

composited color from the previous location /+1. Since this is back-to-front ordering 
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there is no early ray termination like there is with front-to-back ordering. Furthermore, 

the complexity of the volume being rendered does not affect the rendering rate only the 

size of the voliune. Front-to-back compositing requires fracking of alpha values where 

A'._^ represents the previous alpha value in the altemative iterative equation: 

C; = CU+(l-Al,)C, 

A; = AU+(\-A:_M-

In order for hardware to evaluate this equation, the frame buffer must support a 

"destination alpha" where an alpha value must be stored in the frame buffer then 

multiplied in blending operations [16]. 

2.4 Rotations 

Once the volume is created, the user must be able to interact with it through 

smooth rotations. OpenGL produces rotations using Euler angles which specify the 

rotation in each of the X, Y and Z rotation axes in the form of a three-dimensional vector. 

This vector is then used to create a mattix that rotates an object or local coordinate 

system. Due to the order of multiplications to create this matrix, the rotation of one axis 

can be mapped onto another rotation mattix. This problem is called "gimbal lock" and is 

produced because Euler angles do not reorient the other axes when it produces rotations. 

The solution to "gimbal lock" is to use quaternions instead of Euler angles, because they 

do not express rotations relative to three separate axes. William Hamilton first 

introduced quaternions over 100 years ago through his work in complex math [22]. A 

quatemion is a quantity, somewhat like a vector but made up of four components. It is 

typically written in the form 

q = w + xi + yj + zk 

where i, j , and k are imaginary numbers. This evaluates the rotation for each axis 

independently regardless of order unlike OpenGL thereby producing nice intuitive 

rotations. Quaternions cannot be directly used to produce rotations through OpenGL so a 

formula for creating a rotation matrix is as follows: 
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M = 

\-2y^ -2x^ 2xy-2zw 2xz-\-2yw 

2xy -{- 2zw 1 - 2x^ - 2z^ 2yz - 2xw 

2xz - 2yw 2yz + 2xw \-2x^ - 2y^ 

2.5 Picking 

Typical anatomical ttaining systems allow the user to position a pointing device 

on the computer screen to identify structures. Before displaying names of stmctures 

under the mouse pointer, a means of identifying objects in a 3D scene based on a 2D 

point on the computer screen must be implemented. The term picking refers to this 

process of selecting a 3D object from its 2D projection on the screen [23]. Within V-

VBS, picking is done through three coordinate transformations. First, the coordinates 

from the screen are fransformed into world coordinates. The world coordinates and the 

viewing direction represent a ray that is used to calculate the collision point with the 

volume. The volume itself is difficult to perform the calculations needed for picking. 

Therefore, the volume is represented numerically as a bounding box which calculations 

can be performed. An algorithm is used to calculate the two intersection points as the ray 

enters and exits the bounding box. Once this is done, both the direction and the 

coordinates are transformed to the object space then converted into three-dimensional 

array coordinates to access the segmented data. Finally, the ray is incremented through 

the segmentation data stored in an array until a visible pixel encountered. 

2.5.1 Collision Detection 

There are two methods to detect a collision between a ray and a boimding box. 

First a bounding box is defined in which all rotations and translations will be operating 

on as well as the volume itself to provide a reference point for the segmented data. There 

are two types of bounding boxes, axis aligned and oriented. An axis-aligned bounding 

box (AABB) is a box whose faces have normals that coincide with the standard basis 

axes. For example, an AABB called A is described by minimum and maximum points 

called A™" and A"^", where A™"i < A™"!. An oriented bounding box (OBB) is an AABB 
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that has been arbiti-arily rotated and has its own coordinate axes. An OBB can be 

described by the center point and three normalized vectors that describe the side 

directions of the box. The OBB is used instead of the AABB because the OBB tightly 

fits and rotates with the VOI where the AABB does not. Furthermore the OBB's local 

coordinates can be directly tt-ansformed into array coordinates; therefore, the OBB is used 

to anchor the volume's segmented data to the world space. 

Now that the segmented data has some reference point provided by the OBB, the 

collision point between a ray produced by the user clicking with the mouse and the OBB 

must be detected. The first step in solving this problem is to determine if a collision will 

take place. The code in listing A.4, A.5, A.5 of Appendix A presents the code for 

determining a collision between a ray and an OBB. The function listing B.4 returns false 

if the line ray is outside the box and returns tme if the hne has been clipped or is 

completely inside the box. On return, the end points of the clipped ray are P + toD and P 

+ t]D. The function in both listing A.5 and A.6 return false when the ray is completely 

clipped and return false when the ray was clipped or needs no adjustments. Two 

functions are presented to demonstrate the optimization coded in listing B.6. This 

function is executed several times for all six faces of the box and contains division, which 

is rather slow compared to addition, subttaction, and multiplication. Therefore listing 

A.6 does not perform division until absolutely necessary in order to execute faster on 

average compared to listing A.7. 

The exact points of intersection must be calculated once a collision is determined 

to have taken place. An algorithm is used to analyze the projections of the ray and the 

box onto a small number of lines then tests if the projections are disjoint [23]. Figure 2.6 

demonstrates a situation in which it is easy to compare the values along the W axis to 

determine a collision. 

Let the ray have origin P and direction V. The six potential separating axes have 

direction Ui and V x Ui for i = 0, 1, 2. Let D = P - C. The radius of the interval 

corresponding to the projected box is 
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.̂=ẑ , f/« 
/=0 

W_ 

\w\ 

The distance between the projected box center and projected ray origin is the length of 

the projection D, Rd= | D • (W/|W|) | . The axis separates the line segment and box if 

the projection of the ray origin is outside the projection of the box and if the ray direction 

forces the projected ray to point away from the box. The tests are 

Rd > Rb and (W • V)(W • D) > 0. 

For the first three potential separating axes, the tests are 

jUo • D| > eo, (Uo • D)(Uo • V) > 0 

jUi • D| > e,, (U, • D)(U, • V) > 0 

IU2 • D| > ez, (U2 • D)(U2 • V) > 0. 

For the last three potential separating axis tests, the secondary test is always tme. The 

tests are 

| U o - V x D | > e i | V - U 2 | + e2|V-U, | 

|Ui • V X D| > eo |V • U2i -̂  e2 |V • Uo| 

IU2 • V X D| > eo |V • Uil + ei |V • Uo|. 

- E 
Figure 2.6: Ray to box collision detection. 

.pg 
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2.6 Anatomical Training Systems 

Since the release of the VH datasets, there have been numerous research and 

development projects to create anatomical training systems [24, 25, 26,27]. The 

commercial Voxel-Man system utilizes pre-rendered volumetric images based on the 

Visible Human Male (VHM) dataset to create digital movies that provide limited 

interactions with anatomical structtires [24]. The Anatomic Visualizer developed by the 

University of Califomia, San Diego (UCSD) School of Medicine uses the same data to 

teach anatomy. The Anatomic Visualizer allows students to directly interact with three-

dimensional surface based models and access curricular material [25]. The Virtual 

Human Atlas provides volumefric interaction and removal of anatomical stmctures 

identified in the VHM data [26]. Virtual Body Stiucttu-es (VBS) are surface-based 

anatomical models created utilizing 3D Studio Max and the VH data [11]. These models 

help students understand the shape and spatial relationships of different stmctures and 

allow for haptic palpation in the three-dimensional Haptic Virtual Body Stmctures 

system [27]. 

A system similar to the one discussed in this thesis uses "compressed, pre-

rendered ray tracings" of the Visible Human Male to interactive anatomical structures 

[22]. The Visible Human Dissector provides several ways to add and remove stmctures 

from multiple views and at variable magnification levels. The images produced can also 

be viewed stereoscopically. Animations can be generated and saved to build up or 

dissect the body with a desired order or degree of anatomical detail. This system also 

provides a feature in which the outer skin is visible and the user can manipulate its 

opacity in order to see the relationship between intemal organs and surface anatomy. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OVERVIEW OF V-VBS 

Imagine an anatomy class where the professor takes you on a computer generated 

"virtual tour" of the human body removing stmctures to reveal specific organs, 

demonsfrating the relationships between those organs, and displaying labels identifying 

various structures in a three-dimensional virtual environment. Now imagine you could 

perform the same "virtual tour" in the comfort of your own home. The anatomical 

training system demonsttated in this scenario is a goal of researchers in volume graphics. 

With advances in hardware technology and new rendering techniques, this goal is closer 

at hand. 

V-VBS utilizes the Visible Human slice and segmented data to allow the 

selection, assembly, and exploration of volumetric virtual body stmctures within a 

selected volume of interest (VOI) [28, 29]. The VOI can be specified based on a 

structure or a selected region. A list of all the segmented stmctures is provided (Figure 

B.3). Selecting a stmcture specifies the predefined VOI that tightly fits around that 

structure. A region can be chosen at the slice level using axial and coronal views (Figure 

3.1). Within each view, there is a green line that represents the location of the slice in the 

accompanied view. One thousand eight hundred sevenfy-seven axial and 1024 coronal 

slices can be explored using the mouse and arrow keys. Double clicking in a view 

displays a label that identifies the stmcture beneath the cursor. The axial view is used to 

specify the x and y values of the VOI. The z values are adjusted with the coronal view. 

Clicking and dragging the red rectangle in both views selects the VOI. 

Once the VOI is specified, a list of anatomical stmctures contained within it is 

presented. This list is used to choose stmctures of interest that will initially be opaque 

when the volume is loaded. A list of adjacent stmctures to the selected stmctures 

expedites the selection process to quickly build up the list of visible stinctures. 

Once the selected VOI is loaded, it can be explored using standard manipulations such as 

rotate, pan, and zoom. While exploring the VOI, stiucttires can be added and removed. 
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A list of anatomical stmcUires within the VOI is provided and can be sorted by name, 

anatomical system, region of the body, or visibility (Figure B.3). This makes it easy to 

add or remove sttoictiires (and sub-structtires) within the VOI or display them at a user-

specified level of visibility. Using the manipulations, a "walk-through" of the VOI can 

be performed. The term "walk-through" describes a manipulation of the volume in which 

the user is able to traverse the VOI from any angle to observe the intemal representation 

of die stmctures and add or remove stmctures at will. Figure 3.2 depicts a "walk-

tiirough" of the chest region. A virttial dissection can be achieved by a combination of 

volume interactions (Figure B.4). 

An interactive clipping plane enhances the VOI exploration by cutting the volume 

at any angle. The clipping plane can be positioned and rotated throughout the VOI to 

visualize the intemal information of different V-VBSs in real-time (Figure B.S). 

Three-dimensional highlighting and labeling are included to assist in the locating and 

identifying of stmctures within the VOI. As the mouse is moved over the rendered 

image, the name of the stmcture below the cursor is displayed. Clicking on a stmcture in 

the image or selecting its name from a list highlights the stmcture (Figure B.6) giving it 

higher visibility during manipulations. A highlighted stmcture can be removed or 

isolated to quickly select and extract certain V-VBSs within the VOI. A 3D label (Figure 

B.7) can be placed on a stmcture to identify it. The name association is similar to 

fraditional 2D anatomical illusttations, where the labels are drawn with a line connecting 

them to the stmcture. As the VOI is manipulated, the label has a bill-boarding effect so 

that the text faces forward at all times. 

Unlike computer graphics that only use lighting to create the illusion of 3D 

objects, stereoscopic displays allow viewers to see images and objects with the 

appearance of tme depth. V-VBS stereoscopic rendering (Figure 3.3) displays a VOI 

(including labeled V-VBSs) in anaglyph mode. Anaglyph images are hardware-

independent and only require a pair of different color glasses (e.g., red-blue, red-green). 

The parallax, separation of the left and right eye, can be conttoUed dynamically to adjust 
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the perceived depth of the scene to determine whether the stmcttires appear to recess into 

the monitor or protmde from it. 

Pre-rendering tools are available to capttire interactions and renderings of 

volumes and store them in two forms of multimedia. Snapshots of volumes can be taken 

and stored as a common picture file (JPG) on the computer for later viewing. Movies of 

interactions or automatic rotations with a VOI can be recorded and stored as a movie file 

(AVI). Rotations per frame can be set for automatic rotation while a movie is being 

recorded (Figure 3.4). 

Figure 3.1: Selecting a VOL 
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Ai^ 
Figure 3.2: Sample virtual dissection of the chest region. A) VOI containing lungs and 
heart, B) Connective tissue and skin removed, C) Muscles removed and viewer walks 
forward 10 slices, D) Skeletal system and other stmctures removed, E) Advanced 10 

slices, F) Lungs made semi-transparent and advanced 10 slices, G) Advanced 10 slices, 
H) Lungs removed and regressed to visualize the heart. 

Figure 3.3, Mono (left) and stereoscopic (right) rendering. 
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Figure 3.4: Automatic rotation dialog box. 

3.1 Feature List 

The following are the features provided by V-VBS: 

1. Anatomical slice level navigation system with labeling 

2. Selection of stored VOI for single stmctures 

3. Selection of VOI through navigation system 

4. Selection of visible stmctures within a VOI 

5. Selection of visible stmctures through a connected stmctures hst 

6. Save vols 

7. Interactive viewing and manipulation of chosen VOI, which includes 

rotations, paiming, and zooming 

8. Add and remove stmctures once the volume has been created 

9. Change opacity of stmctures 

10. View list of stmcttires sorted by opacity, name, side of the body, location, and 

anatomical system. 

11. Interactive slicing (clipping plane) 

12. Interactive walkthrough 

13. 3D stmcture labelmg 
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14. 3D sttuctiire highlighting 

15. Stereo viewing 

16. View multiple volumes simultaneously 

17. Automatic continuous rotations 

18. Snapshots of VOI saved to image file (JPG) 

19. Movies of VOI saved to file (AVI). 

3.2 System Comparisons 

Anatomical training systems provide several features to teach anatomy. Listed in 

Table 3.1 are features of systems that use VHM data to teach anatomy. The most 

interesting thing to point out is that the V-VBS is the only one that slices level views of 

then entire VHM in all three directions [24, 25, 26]. The most common feature is the 

ability to identify individual stmctures that associates a name with a specific stmcture. 

The Voxel Man uses pre-rendered volume images to visualize the human body. Only 

limited views of the volume are provided and stmctures can be removed but not made 

transparent. 
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Table 3.1: System comparisons *Pre-rendered images. 

Features 

3D 
Volumetric 
models 
Stereoscopic 
Viewing 
Slice Views 

Clipping 
plane 

Identify 
structures 

3D structure 
labeling 

Highlighting 

Structure 
categorized 

Change 
Opacity 

PC based 

V-VBS 

Yes 

Yes 

Axial, 
Coronal, 
and 
Sagittal 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

VOXEL-
MAN 3D-
Navigator 
[24] 

Yes* 

Yes 

None 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

The 
Virtual 
Human 
Atlas 
[251 
Yes 

No 

None 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Anatomic 
Visualizer 
[26] 

No 

Yes 

None 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 

No 

Description 

Define and view a 
volume with intemal 
structures 
View a volume 
stereoscopically 
Axial: top-to-bottom 
Coronal: front-to-
back 
Sagittal: right-to-left 
Slice a volume in any 
direction using a 
plane 
Determine at a click 
of the mouse a 
structure's name 

Label any structure 
present within the 3D 
scene 
Highlight selected 
structures 

List of structures and 
the systems to which 
they belong 
Alter the visibility of 
structures 

Compatible with 
WinX/XP/NT 
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CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN 

4.1 Requirements 

4.1.1 System Requirements 

The most important and challenging requirement placed on this system is that it 

must be PC based. V-VBS mns on Windows 95, 98, 2000, NT, and XP. Ideal hardware 

includes a 1.8 Ghz Pentium 4 with one gigabyte of memory and a NVIDIA GeForce3 

64MB DDRAM video card for advanced features. However the system provides basic 

features witii standard hardware that supports OpenGL. As with most real-time issues the 

hardware dramatically affects performance. Hardware that does not support shared color 

tables will not produce instant changes in the volume. 

4.1.1.1 Initialization 

Before the system is started, V-VBS requires an initialization file to be located in 

the same directory as itself. This file contains directory and file information vital for the 

operation of the system. Each line contains a description of a file or directory followed 

by a space and the location of the file or directory. Below is an example of the 

initialization file: 

label file C:\Body\Male\bodystmctures.txt 
mbb3d_file C:\Body\Male\mbb3d.txt 
cormectedstmcts C :\Body\Male\connected.txt 
male_axial_dir C :\Body\Male\JPG\Axial\reduced_res\ 
male_coronal_dir C :\Body\Male\JPG\Coronal\reduced_res\0220_0704\ 
male_sagittal_dir C :\Body\Male\JPG\Sagittal\reduced_res\0128_0704\ 
nav_axial_segdata_dir C:\Body\Male\Data\Axial Mask\1760_1024\ 
nay_coronal_segdata_dir C:\Body\Male\Data\Coronal Mask\0220_0704\ 
nav_sagittal_segdata_dir C:\Body\Male\Data\Sagittal Mask\0256_1407\ 
fiill_res_images C:\Body\Male\JPG\Axial\1760_1024\ 
stmct_data_dir C:\Body\Male\Data\Axial Mask\1760_1024\ 

"label_file", "mbb3d_file", and "connected_stiiicts" tell V-VBS where to locate the files 

that contain the database, "label file" contains anatomical information such as organ 
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name, system, and location. Table 4.1 shows a sample of the entties that this file 

contains. "mbb3d file" contains the bounding box coordinates for each individual 

stmcture. Table 4.2 shows a sample of the entries that this file contains. These 

coordinates are used to allow a user to choose pre-selected VOIs and aid in the process of 

changing the visual properties of stmctures when the shared color table feature is not 

available. "connected_stmcts" provides a list of stmctures adjacent or connected to other 

stmctures. For example, the stmcture number of the eye is listed, followed by more 

stmcture numbers of organs that are adjacent or connected to the eye. Table 4.3 shows a 

sample of the entries that this file contains, "maleaxialdir", "malecoronaldir", and 

malesagittaldir give the locations for the images used to provide the navigation views. 

These images are reduced in size from the original dataset. "nav_axial_segdata_dir", 

"navcoronalsegdatadir", "navsagittalsegdatadir" give the locations for the 

segmentation data that allows labeling within the navigation views. Like the images that 

provide the navigation views, this segmentation is reduced from the original dataset. 

"full_res_images" provides the location for color values used to display volumes. 

Finally, "structdatadir" provides the location of segmented data used to label stmctures 

within a volume and allow a user to change a specific organ's opacity and highlighted 

color. If for some reason the locations for any of the files are incorrect the user is 

prompted to supply the locations through the user interface. 

Currently the required files must reside locally, therefore they use resources. 

Table 4.4 shows the amount of storage space for the files V-VBS requires. The amount 

of storage space for these files has been reduced by compressing them into a different file 

format called "gzip". This file format is provided by a third-party and requires the library 

file "zlib.dll" to provide the compression technology. This library file must be located in 

the same directory as V-VBS. 
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Table 4.1: "Label file" entries 

ID 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

37 

40 

Name 

Trapezius 

Gracilis 

Semimembranosus 

Biceps Femoris, Long Head 

Biceps Femoris, Short Head 

Blood Vessel, Superficial 

Semitendinosus 

Side 

L 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

System 

Muscular 

Muscular 

Muscular 

Muscular 

Muscular 

Circulatory 

Muscular 

Location 

Neck 

Lower 

Extremity 

Lower 

Extremity 

Lower 

Extremity 

Lower 

Extremity 

Abdomen 

Lower 

Extremity 

Table 4.2: "Mbb3d file" entries 

ID 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

37 

40 

X1 

871 

653 

473 

391 

365 

82 

513 

Y1 

553 

475 

624 

673 

586 

435 

710 

Z1 

1148 

1943 

2028 

1937 

2076 

1526 

1923 

X2 

1387 

869 

758 

636 

549 

1676 

737 

Y2 

955 

756 

854 

859 

750 

775 

870 

Z2 

1524 

2273 

2324 

2267 

2331 

1683 

2262 

37 



ID 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

Number of 
Connected 
Structures 

12 

21 

6 

9 

9 

14 

0 

16 

0 

0 

7 

Table 4.3 1: "Conn_ stmcts" entties 

Connected Structure IDs 

27 

19 

26 

29 

27 

27 

290 

29 

28 

58 

29 

40 

29 

29 

299 

33 

29 

60 

79 

67 

35 

30 

308 

34 

35 

61 

80 

134 

40 

34 

309 

134 

78 

170 

680 

348 

134 

134 

383 

159 

140 

173 

1408 

680 

159 

348 

389 

680 

387 

232 

1412 

680 

387 

392 

1413 

Table 4.4: Storage space for database. 

Data 

Database Files 

Cryosection Files 

Segmented Files 

Total 

Larger Storage (MB) 

0.2031 

1001.9 

90.7 

1092.8031 

Number of Files 

3 

6538 

4661 

11202 

4.1.1.2 User Interface 

The system requirements for the user interface include a monitor, keyboard, and 

mouse. These devices must allow a user to operate a menu system, also known as a user 

interface (UI), to create, manipulate, and store the coordinates for a VOI. The user 

interface will contain menus, a toolbar, and windows to provide the functionality 

described in the user requirements and depicted in Figures B.8, B.9, and B.IO. 
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4.1.1.3 Volume of Interest 

The volume of interest must be a pair of three-dimensional coordinates that 

specify a cubical region of the dataset and a list of values that describe the visibility of 

objects within tiie dataset. The visible human data used within the V-VBS system 

requires the VOI's x-dimension to lie between 0 and 1760, y-dimension to lie between 0 

and 1024, and z-dimension to lie between 0 and 1878. A method for storing stmcttire ID 

numbers, opacity values, and the VOI coordinates must be implemented. 

4.1.1.4 Selecting Stmctures 

Once the coordinates of the VOI are specified a list of stmctures within the VOI 

must be presented to the user. This requires an algorithm to use the coordinates of the 

VOI to search the segmented data and record the stmcture ID numbers to a table. The 

search must run at a reasonable speed depending on the volume size. User should not 

have to wait more than one minute for the algorithm to search the volume. The results of 

the algorithm must be displayed as a list in which a user can click on individual stmctures 

to create a separate list that displays the connected or adjacent stmctures. The user must 

then be able to use both lists to select which stmctures will be visible in the VOI. 

4.1.1.5 VisuaUzation 

The visualization produced by V-VBS is created by the OpenGL API. OpenGL is 

used as the graphical interface to create the volumetric visualization. Using OpenGL 

guarantees a stable environment, scalability, portability, and advanced documentation. 

OpenGL's portability comes from the fact that it is a platform independent graphics 

library. It has also been designed to provide as much utilization of available hardware as 

possible no matter what the hardware [30]. OpenGL's graphics functions such as alpha 

blending, double buffering, ttansformations, texttire mapping, and pixel operations help 

implement the texture mapping method of rendering volumes. In order to provide even 

more user functionality and control, special extensions allow the altering of voxel values 

during mntime to change the visibility of stmctures. 
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4.1.1.6 Manipulations and Alterations 

The goal for this section is to provide manipulations that are common to various 

anatomical ttaining systems. Once a volume can be continuously rendered there must be 

a way to rotate, ttanslate, and zoom intuitively through mouse movements. Therefore a 

method for converting the movement of a point on a computer screen to rotations of a 

volume must be implemented. Additionally, there must be a method to alter the visibility 

of stmctures. This includes making a stmcture partially visible, removing a stmcture 

entirely, and adding new stmctures. 

4.1.2 User Requirements 

V-VBS shall meet the following user requirements: 

1. Provide a navigation system of the human body to select volumes of interest. 

2. Allow the user to choose visible stmctures before volume is created. 

3. Create interactive volume visualization of the human anatomy. 

4. Allow stmctures in volumes to be added or removed. 

5. Provide identification and highlighting of stmctures within a volume. 

6. Display anatomical information for specific organs. 

7. View a volume stereoscopically. 

8. Allow user to add labels to a volume. 

4.1.2.1 Real-time Issues 

There are two elements to determine how well a user can interact with an 

application: "ease of use" and "user response." Providing a graphical user interface that 

allows the user to quickfy access the feattires available by an application determines the 

application's "ease of use." "User response" is a real-time issue. For example, if a user 

drags the mouse across the screen the model must appear to rotate, ttanslate, or enlarge at 

such a rate that users feel they have complete conttol within the virtual environment. 

Displaying images where small changes of a model are displayed so fast that the model 

appears to be movmg creates the illusion of movement. The slower the images are 
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updated the less likely movement is perceived. The rate at which images are displayed is 

measured in frames per second (fps) or Herz (Hz). If images are displayed at 1 fps the 

user is well aware of each new frame and has little control within the virtual environment. 

At around 6 fps, a sense of interactivity starts to grow and the user is able to manipulate 

the virtual environment better. An application displaying at 15 ^ s is certainly real-time 

and the user focuses on action and reaction. Therefore, an application seeking to allow a 

user to interact with a model in real-time should provide no less than 15 fps to 10 ̂ s . In 

order to maintain a fast frame rate, all operations and calculations must be completed 

quickly. The system must meet timing constraints that are imposed on it by the real-time 

behavior of the extemal world to which it is interfaced [31]. 

Volume rendering may take anywhere from a second to several minutes 

depending on certain factors such as the hardware platform, image size, data size, and 

rendering technique. In order to generate a high quality image yet provide interactive 

manipulations a trade-off is necessary. For rotating a volume the frames per second 

should be no less than ten. This requirement might be impossible for very large volumes 

at full resolution. Therefore, a reduction of resolution should produce such frame rates. 

The method I use to reduce the resolution of a volume using texture-based rendering 

techniques is to reduce the number of polygons displayed. The more textured polygons 

the higher the resolution and the less textured polygons the lower the resolution. 

Another real-time issue is the adding, removing, and changing of stmctures within 

the volume while being displayed. In order to change the visibility of a stmcture a 

different alpha value must be stored for every pixel that composes the stmcttire. This is 

trivial for other rendering techniques where different alpha values can be assigned by 

simply indexing an array. For texttire-based rendering, pixels compose textures which 

are stored in texttire memory. The way this texttue memory is access depends on the 

graphics API used. OpenGL does not provide direct memory access. Instead, OpenGL 

provides a fiinction (glTexSublmage) to change rectangular sections of a texttu-e. Using 

this fiinction does not yield real-time changes in the volume. The larger the sti-ucttire tiie 

more time it takes to add, remove, or change its visibility. However, for graphics cards 
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that support the GL_EXT_paletted_texture extension OpenGL provides a method for 

real-time changes in textures. First, a texture is created that contains index numbers that 

reference the lookup table. The lookup table is associated with the texture and any 

changes to the lookup table results in a change to the texture. 

4.2 User Interface Design 

The user interface for V-VBS provides access to features by the user in a variety 

of ways. In Figure B.8 the flow of user interaction with navigation system is shown. 

The main loop can be seen between the display and the user interactions. Once a button 

on the keyboard or the mouse is detected, a change in the coronal or axial view occurs. 

Figure B.9 shows the interactions with the VOI through the mouse. There are six 

different mouse modes in which a user can choose from. The right mouse button creates 

a drop down menu from which the user may select from four different changes to the 

VOI. 

When the user moves the mouse over the window displaying the volume the name 

of the stmcture below the cursor should be displayed. Using the picking method 

described in section 2.5 the flow of this algorithm is shown in Figure 4.1. Once the 

mouse moves the point of the mouse is retrieved and converted from a two-dimensional 

point on the screen to a three-dimensional point and a direction to compose a ray. A 

collision is then determined using the ray and the oriented bounding box of the volume. 

If there is a collision then the point in which the ray intersects the bounding box is 

converted into the local coordinates of the bounding box. The local coordinates are 

normalized so that they correspond to index of a three-dimensional array to directly 

access the three-dimensional segmentation buffer. New coordinates are determined by 

stepping along the direction of the ray until a visible stmcttire is encountered. Then a 

look up using the stmcttire's ID retrieves the stincture's label and the label is displayed. 
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Figure 4.1, Flow of labeling stmctures. 

4.3 Object-Oriented System Design 

An SDK is created in order for developers to create software using a toolkit of 

classes and fiinctions. V-VBS is designed with the fiiture in mind and in anticipation that 

one day it may be used as a SDK. The system's design is object oriented by utilizing 

encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism. Furthermore the design contains abstract 

classes to provide a framework for future expansion. Support for a different file type or 

draw class can easily be added provided that the supplied module implements specific 

fimctions declared in the abstract class. The basic framework of V-VBS can be seen in 

Figure 4.2. The "WBSObject" super class implements general functions that are used 

by almost all objects displayed within the framework. Such functions include rotating, 

ttanslating, and scaling. The subclass of "CWBSObject" is "CSegmented". This class 

provides functions specifically for volumes that are rendered using segmented data yet 
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does not implement specific drawn functions. Drawing functions are implemented in 

"2DTexttu-edVolumes" and "3DTexttired" Volumes. The "NonSegmented" volume was 

not implemented in V-VBS but is left in the design as fiiture work for volumes that use 

CT or MRI data and determine the visibility of stmctures based on the density of tissue. 

Support for loading CT or MRI files can be supported easily by creating a module to read 

a single file. Adding these modules as well as other modules for loading textures is 

accomplished through the design of loading classes seen in Figure 4.3. 

VVBS_Object Class 

Segmented Class 

i 
NonSegmented Class 

£ 
2 DTextured Volume 

Class 

1 
3 DTextured Volume 

Class 

Figure 4.2: Basic W B S framework. 

Navigation views were created using MFC and the visible human database. 

When the user manipulates the rectangle in each view the coordinates are stored in a VOI 

table. This VOI class stores characteristic of the volume before and after it is rendered, 

see Figure B. 11. These characteristics include the bounding box coordinates, present 

stmctures, visibility of stmctures, and highlight color. 
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;, 
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Figure 4.3: Loading classes. 

4.4 Testing Design 

The first sets of tests will be conducted on three different computers to show the 

difference in rendering rates for varying computer resources. Each will be tested using 

the same graphics card, but only one computer will be tested using three different 

graphics cards. Each computer has different resources and each graphics card has 

different technology or different memory capacity (Table 4.5). For each computer, six 

volumes with different dimensions will be tested (Table 4.6). The dimensions for the six 

volumes are powers of two in order to adequately compare volumes and to comply with 

OpenGL's texture requirements. The content of each volume is inconsequential. Even if 

one volume has more complexity than another, as long as the sizes of the two volumes 

are the same, the rendering rates will be the same. For example, I tested two volumes 

with dimension 256x256x256 on Computerl-1 for both 2D-texture object-aligned 

method and 3D-texture view-aligned method. One stmcture had everything visible and 

contained the spinal column and the other had nothing visible and contained no stmctures 
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at all. The 2D-textured volume with everything visible ran at 24fps and the other volume 

with nothuig visible ran at 24fys. The 3D-textured volume with everything visible ran at 

4fps and the other volume with nothing visible ran at 4fps. 

The first sets of test will mn for three minutes and completely automated without 

user input. During these tests, the minimum and maximum FPS encountered, average 

frames per second, and average displayed polygons will be recorded. The method to 

calculate the frames per second and store the minimum and maximum rates are is a 

follows: 

1. Initialization (done at startup) 

a. Initialize STARTTIME to the current time in milliseconds 

b. Initialize FRAMES_ONE_SECOND counter to 0 

c. Initialize MINONESECOND counter to 2147483647 (Something really big 
like 0x7fffffff) 

d. Initialize MAX_ONE_SECOND counter to 0 

2. Per display loop: (done every display loop) 

a. After each display update, add 1 to the FRAMES_ONE_SECOND counter 

b. Get the time in milliseconds and subttact the STARTTIME. If the resuh is 
over 1,000 milUseconds, go to minmaxcheck 

c. Minmaxcheck (only done once every second) 

i. If (FRAMES_ONE_SECOND < MIN_ONE_SECOND) 

Mnvr_ONE_SECOND = FRAMES_ONE_SECOND 

ii. If (FRAMES_ONE_SECOND > MAX_ONE_SECOND) 

MAX_ONE_SECOND = FRAMES_ONE_SECOND 

iii. FRAMES_ONE_SECOND = 0 

iv. START TIME = current time. 
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The average frames per second is calculated as follows: 

NumFrames / Time = AveFPS 

where "NumberFrames" is the number of frames displayed during the test and "Time" is 

the number of seconds the test was conducted with millisecond precision. The average 

polygons displayed is calculated as follows: 

TotalNumPolygons / NumFrames = AvePolygons 

where "TotalNumPolygons" is the number of polygons displayed and "NumFrames" is 

the number of frames displayed. 

Table 4.5: Computer resources. 

Name 

Computer 1-1 

Computer 1-2 

Computer 1-3 

Computer 2 

Computer 3 

Abbreviation 

P4 GF3 128 

P4 GF3 64 

P4 GF4 64 

P3 GF2 64 

P2 GF4 64 

CPU Type/Speed 

Pentium 4 1.8 GHz 

Pentium 4 1.8 GHz 

Pentium 4 1.8 GHz 

Pentium III 933MHz 

Pentium II166 MHz 

RAM 

1GB 

1GB 

1GB 

512MB 

64MB 

Graphics Card 

GeForce3 128 MB 

GeForce3 64 MB 

GeForce4 64 MB 

GeForce2 64 MB 

GeForce4 64 MB 

Table 4.6: Volume properties. 

Name 

Volume 1 

Volume 2 

Volume 3 

Volume 4 

Volume 5 

Volume 6 

Volume 7 

Volume 8 

Volume 9 

Dimensions 

256x256x64 

256x256x128 

512x256x64 

256x256x256 

512x256x128 

512x512x64 

512x512x128 

512x256x256 

512x512x256 

Number of Voxels 

4194304 

8388608 

8388608 

16777216 

16777216 

16777216 

33554432 

33554432 

67108864 
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The second sets of tests will record VOI stmcture search, labeling, volume 

changhig, and reducing volume resolution times on a single computer. The first test will 

compare the three mettiods of searching a user chosen VOI for the present stmcttires. A 

second test will be conducted to measure the amount of time it takes for the picking 

algorithm to execute. The algorithm is tested m the worst case that no visible stmcture is 

encountered. The number of voxels will be recorded for each test. Thirdly, a test will 

record the time it takes to change a stmcture using multi-texturing and color table 

methods. Finally, a test will be conducted to show how a volume that is not interactive at 

full resolution can be rendered at interactive rates by reducing the resolution. A visual 

comparison of the two volumes will be presented. 

The majority of testing for V-VBS must mn automatically without user input. 

Therefore, a file with testing information must be created to tell the system which 

volumes to test, how long to test them for, and what features should be enabled for each. 

The file is named "Test_Cases.txt" and must be located in the same directory as the V-

VBS executable. Below is an example of the testing file: 

10000 1 
C:\test.3dv 3D 0 0 0 400 400 1 1 
C:\test.3dv 3D 0 0 0 400 400 0 1 
C:\test.3dv 3D 0 0 0 400 400 1 1 
C:\test.3dv 2D 1 1 1 400 400 1 0 
C:\test.3dv 2D 2 2 2 400 400 1 1 
END. 

The first line of the file contains the number of milliseconds to test each volume and the 

number of volumes to test at one time, respectively. Each successive line provides the 

file location containing the VOI coordinates and visible stmctures, the volume rendering 

method to be performed (2D texttired object-aligned or 3D texttired view-aligned), the 

number of slices to skip for each stack (ignored for 3D), the X and Y window dimension. 

Next, if stereo rendering should be used, there will be a 1 if not a 0 and the same applies 

for the following entry if highlighting should be used. The last line of the file tells V-

VBS to quit testing. 
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 System Implementation 

V-VBS is compiled with Microsoft Visual C++ and uses Microsoft Foundation 

Classes (MFC) as a platform for developing the application and GUI. MFC provides 

several pre-implemented and ready to use fimctions. It allows simple Windows 

development such as creating and managing single or multiple document interfaces, a 

GUI, and keyboard and mouse input. The application provides "what you want is what 

you get" fimctionality by organizing a series of databases within the GUI that allow the 

user to choose what VOI they wish to view. In order for OpenGL to draw within a 

wmdow created by MFC a device context must be created. Once this is done mouse 

movements will be accessible through MFC then ttansferred to OpenGL to allow the user 

to manipulate the VOI. Additional fimctions are provided and utihzed to determine if 

available hardware supports certain features. 

5.1.1 Databases 

This system utilizes several databases that include the VHM pixel, segmentation 

and classification, bounding volumes, and neighboring stmctures. The VHM RGB 

database provides the color for individual voxels, which are stored in hardware memory 

as textures. The segmentation database is used to determine which organ a user is 

clicking on and determines which pixels should have a specified opacity value. The 

segmentation database is used to create two new databases, the bounding box and the 

coimected stmctures database. To create the bounding box database an algorithm 

searched through the segmentation database and determined the greatest width, height, 

and depth of a stmcture, then stored the coordinates into a file, see Figure 5.1. The 

segmented database is stored in a series of ".mask" files that contain cross-sectional 

structure ID numbers in binary format. Each file or slice is read into the algorithm one at 

a time then searched row by row, comparing a stmcture's location with that of the 

previously stored location in a table. This table stores the ID of stmctures with their two 
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three-dimensional coordinates, (xl, yl, zl) and (x2, y2, z2). The comparisons for each 

stt^cture after the initial entry into the database are as follows: 

if(boxcoord[ID].xl) > x) 
boxcoord[ID].xl =x; 

else if(boxcoord[ID].x2 < x) 
boxcoord[ID].x2 = x; 

if(boxcoord[ID].yl) > y) 
boxcoord[ID].yl = y; 

else if(boxcoord[ID].y2 < y) 
boxcoord[ID].y2 = y; 

if(boxcoord[ID].zl) > z) 
boxcoord[ID].zl = z; 

else if(boxcoord[ID].z2 < z) 
boxcoord[ID].z2 = z; 

where x, y, and z are the coordinates for the incoming stmcture ID. A similar method 

was utilized to produce the neighboring stmcture database, but instead of searching for 

the dimensions of a stmcture, stmctures within close proximity of another were recorded. 

The algorithm uses the bounding box database to search the six sides of each stmcture's 

bounding box for different stmcmre numbers and recorded them to a table. Figure 5.2 

shows the flow of this algorithm. 
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Figure 5.1: Bounding box database algorithm flow chart. 
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Figure 5.2: Connected stmcture database algorithm. 

5.1.2 User Interface 

MFC provides class libraries that wrap common Windows APIs or data stmctures 

to increase functionality [32]. When using MFC the base classes and data stmctures 

create a standard window and basic menu for the application. This application it creates 

is basically a blank slate in which programmers do not have to worry about initialization 

but instead they can focus more on the actual fimctionality of the application. The 

application is derived from the CWinApp class provided by MFC. This class is derived 

from several other classes. The hierarchy can be seen in Figure 5.3. CWinApp inherits 

functionality from CObject, CCmdTarget, and CWinThread. Cobject is the root of most 

MFC classes and provides memory management, debugging, serialization and run-time 

type information [33]. CCmdTarget is the base class for the Microsoft Foundation Class 
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Library message-map architecture. It basically supports the event-driven programming 

method and message passing that is key to the Windows operating system [32]. Finally, 

the CWinThread spawns the primary thread that the application will run in. This class 

CObject 

" ^ CCmdTarget 

- | CWinThread 

CWinApp 

Figure 5.3: MFC apphcation hierarchy. 

also supports the ability to create multiple threads and the functions to access those 

threads. For example, in Figure 5.4 the CWinThread provides the function AfxGetAppO 

to find the primary thread and the fiinction AfxGetThread() to get the thread currently 

mnning. Threads are used by the Win32 API to provide preemptive multitasking that is 

commonly required in real-time applications. 

Primary (First) 
Thread " r 

Second 
Thread 

jAftcGetAppQ J 

Figure 5.4: MFC threads. 

5.1.3 Volume of Interest 

Navigation views were created using MFC and the visible human database. 

When the user manipulates the rectangle in each view the coordinates are stored in a VOI 

table. This VOI class stores characteristic of the volume before and after it is rendered. 

These characteristics include the bounding box coordinates, present stmcttires, visibility 

of stmcmres, and highlight color. Inside the class is a table that stores color table 

numbers, color values, and a selection flag according to stmcttire ID numbers. The C++ 

stmcture that is used to create this table is as follows: 
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tyredefsttuct 
{ 

bool selected; // is stmcture selected 
bool present; // is stmcttire present 
int tabnum; // color table number 
COLORREF color; // unsigned long value 

}VHM_Orgtab; 

where the color variable is of type unsigned long. The red, green, blue, and alpha 

components can be exttacted from the color variable by using a byte mask. Below is the 

code used to exttact each component 

a = (color & OxffOOOOOO) » 32; 

b = (color & OxOOffOOOO) » 16; 

g = (color & OxOOOOffOO) » 8; 

r = (color & OxOOOOOOff); 

where r, g, b and a are integer types. 

5.1.4 Selecting Stmctures 

When the user chooses a bounding box within the navigation view a list of 

stmctures within the box is presented. In order to create this list a search is conducted 

through the segmented data using the coordinates provided by the user and stmcture 

numbers are recorded. Two techniques were explored to obtain all of the stmctures 

within the user specified VOI. The first technique is a bmte-force search algorithm that 

scans the entire segmented data for new stmcture ID numbers then records them to a 

table. The second technique mathematically compares bounding box coordinates to 

determine if a stmcture lies within the user specified bounding box. The following 

algorithm determines if a bounding box lies entirely within another bounding box: 

(xl >= VOI.xl && x2 <= V0I.X2) && 

(yl >= VOLyl && y2 <= V0I.y2) && 

(zl >= VOI.zl && z2 <= V0I.Z2) 

where xl,x2,yl,y2,zl, and z2 are the coordinates for the stmctures bounding box. 
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Once all of the stmctures completely within the user specified VOI are obtained a method 

to determining which stmctures are clipped (partly contained) by the VOI must be 

formulated. An algorithm that compares stmcture's bounding box coordinates would not 

work because it is possible that the stmcture surrounds the VOI without being inside the 

bounding box. For example, in Figure 5.5 the bounding box for the kidney is within the 

bounding box for the skin, but the kidney's bounding box does not contain any part of the 

skin. The solution was to conduct a bmte-force search on the edges of the user selected 

VOI. Since stmctures are typically continuous, stmctures that are not completely within 

the VOI should lie on the edges. 

Figure 5.5: Case where using bounding box coordinates to determine if a 
stmcttire lies within the VOI fails. Kidney's BB does not contain skin. 
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5.1.5 Visualization 

OpenGL is a graphics API, which means it provides an interface for programmers 

to create applications without writing hardware specific routines [34]. Figure 5.6 shows 

how OpenGL acts as an intermediary between the hardware and software. This allows 

the program to run on any computer despite different hardware, which makes OpenGL a 

hardware-independent specification of a programming interface [35]. Due to the growing 

development of more advance graphics cards SGI formed the OpenGL Architecttire 

Review Board (ARB). This group proposed several extensions that have been slowly 

added to OpenGL to support new capabilities of graphics hardware. These capabilities 

include multi-texttuing, register combining, pixel formats, and 3D texttires to name a 

few. 

To understand the OpenGL architecttue, one must examine the order of 

operations in which it operates. Figure 5.7 shows the stages in which OpenGL processes 

operations, also called the rendering pipeline. The left side of the diagram represents the 

image based half and the right represents the vertex primitives half "Display lists" are a 

powerful tool for speeding up rendering and managing objects. They can also be shared 

between graphics context that have to be created when using multiple threads. 

Since OpenGL is platform independent, it is also window system independent 

because operating systems have their own way of creating windows. However, there are 

platform-specific functions that allow different operating systems to communicate with 

OpenGL. MFC applications must use WGL (Windows + OpenGL) extensions to 

establish a connection with OpenGL and create a device context, rendering context, and 

pixel format. A device context (DC) is used to specify where commands are going to be 

sent such as drawing to screen, to memory, to printers or to any other device. All 

OpenGL calls are rendered to the device through a rendering context (RC). The 

rendering context maintains OpenGL state variables such as current background color, 

current lighting etc The pixel format specifies the devices context's properties in OpenGL, 

such as color and z-buffer depth. The following functions are used to set up OpenGL: 
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CClientDC - Initializes a class for a device context specific for the client area and 

returns the device context. 

ChoosePixelFormat - Attempts to match an appropriate pixel format supported by 

a device context to a given pixel format specification. 

SetPixelFormat - By using the pixel format determined from ChoosePixelFormat, 

this function will set the pixel format of the specified device context. 

WglCreateContext - This function creates a new OpenGL rendering context, 

which is suitable for drawing on the device referenced by DC. 

WglMakeCurrent - makes a specified OpenGL rendering context the calling 

thread's current rendering context. All subsequent OpenGL calls made by the thread are 

drawn on the device identified by DC. 

Once the device context, rendering context, and pixel format are specified, 

function calls to OpenGL can be made to draw to a window. The first step toward texture 

mapping to achieve volume rendering is to call a fiinction that will store pixel data into 

video memory. The following functions are provided by OpenGL to do just that: 

glTexImagelD, glTexImage2D, and glTexImage3D. 

In order to make use of implementation-specific OpenGL extension procedure 

calls, a special header file named "glext.h" must be included during compilation and 

WGL fimctions must be used to enable new functions. First the system uses a function to 

query OpenGL to determine if video drivers and subsequent hardware support a 

Display hardware 

OpenGL Frame Buffer 
Video 

controller Display 

Figure 5.6: System interaction using OpenGL. 
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particular extension, see listing B.l. Then when wglGetProcAddressQ is called, a 

function pointer for the extension procedure call is rettimed. Table 5.1 lists extensions 

required for special features such as removing sttncttu-es during mntime but basic volume 

rendering can be achieved without such extensions. 
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Figure 5.7: The OpenGL rendering pipeline. 

Table 5.1, OpenGL extensions used. 

Extension Function 

GL ARB multitexttire 
GL_EXT_paletted_texture 

GL_EXT_texttire3D 

Description 

Multiple textures per polygon 
Fast altering of texture color by using 
look up table 
Provides 3D texture storage and 
manipulation 

5.1.6 Manipulations and Alterations 

In order to create the feature of adding and removing stmctures from a VOI two 

different techniques had to be implemented for computers with the color table hardware 

extensions and those without. 

5.1.6.1 Visibility without Color Table 

When using 2D texturing, separate textures for all three viewing directions were 

created to store opacity values. For each slice in the volume two textures are used per 
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polygon, one the normal RGB slice, the other an alpha slice that determines the visibility 

of voxels in the final rendered image. To accomplish this task, multi-texturing is enabled 

and functions to tell OpenGL how to blend both textures together are called. Below is 

the code for enabling muhi-texturing and blending for the first RGB slice during the 

texture generation: 

//Specifies 1st texture unit to be used 
glActiveTexttireARB(GL_TEXTUREO_ARB); 
//Specifies that this texture will overwrite a previous texture on a polygon 
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_REPLACE); 
//Specifies the 1st texture unit containes RGB sources 
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_SOURCE0_RGB_EXT, GL_TEXTUREO_ARB); 
//Specifies the 1̂ ' operand to be used as the source color 
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_OPERAND0_RGB_EXT, GL_SRC_COLOR); 

Next OpenGL needs to know how to handle the second alpha slice during texture 

generation: 

//Specifies the texture unit to be used 
gLActiveTexttu-eARB(GL_TEXTURE 1_ARB); 
//Specifies that this texture will alter a previous texture on a polygon 
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_ENV, GL_TEXTURE_ENV_MODE, GL_MODULATE); 
//Specifies the 2nd texture unit contains alpha (blending) information 
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_ENV,GL_SOURCE0_ALPHA_EXT, 
GL_TEXTURE 1_ARB); 
//Specifies the 2nd texture unit to be used as the source color 
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_ENV,GL_OPERAND0_ALPHA_EXT, 
GL_SRC_COLOR); 

When using this method the process of changing a stmcttue's visibility becomes a 

complicated task that also takes time to execute. When a user specifies a change in the 

visibility of a stiiicture, the bounding box information of that stmcttue is used to alter the 

alpha textiu-e directly. This is done by using the function glTexSubImage2D to change 

only the part of the texttire that will be affected and to save time compared to changing 

the entire texttire. glTexSubImage2D defines a two-dimensional texttue image that 

replaces all or part of a contiguous sub-region (rectangle) of the current, existing two-

dimensional texttire image. glTexSubImage2D does not require pixel information to be a 

power of two. Although this process saves time instead of specifying a whole new 
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texttu-e the same fiinction has to be called for all three sets of texttues used for rendering 

2D-texture aligned-slices. 

There are additional computations due to OpenGL's requirement that all texttires 

be a power of two. Here are all the steps involved in changing a single stmcttire within a 

volume: 

1. Get the current volume's bounding box. 

2. Get the stmcttu-e's bounding box. 

3. Clip die stincttue's bounding box to the volume's bounding box. 

4. Compute the local coordinates of the sttiicttire's bounding box. 

5. Calculate the stmcture's dimensions. 

6. Calculate the scaled coordinates of the organ's bounding box. 

7. Calculate the stiiicture's scaled dimensions. 

8. Change the texture for each slice in the Z-axis stack. 

9. Change the texture for each slice in the Y-axis stack. 

10. Change the texture for each slice in the X-axis stack. 

In steps eight, nine, and ten, a buffer is created based on the segmentation data to store 

the modified opacity for each voxel of the specified stmcture. The size of the buffer is 

specified by the stmcture's normal dimensions, but once the buffer is full the alpha 

values are scaled to fit the stmcture's scaled dimensions. Finally, the scaled alpha values 

are sent to glTexSubImage2D with the local coordinates to replace the previously stored 

alpha values. 

5.1.6.2 Visibility with Color Table 

This feature is implemented using the GL_EXT_paletted_texture and the 

GL_EXT_shared_texture_palette extension of OpenGL, to define a paletted texture. Both 

a palette of colors and a set of image data, which compose indices to the palette, must be 

provided. Because the paletted texture requires both pieces of information, it increases 

the work required to define a texture. Furthermore, this feature currently limits the 

number of stmctures that can be altered to 256 due to consttaints within the OpenGL 
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API. However, this method of ahering textures is exttemely fast because during runtime 

only the number within the lookup table is changed. The user is able to change the color 

and opacity of a stmcture in real-time. 

5.1.6.3 Labeling 

Now that the picking algorithm gives the intersection point of the user's click 

with the stmcture, a label should be drawn. A line is drawn by using the intersection 

point as the origin for a ray shooting in the opposite direction as the user's click. At the 

end of the line a polygon is drawn with a texture that displays the name of the stmcture. 

The user determines the length of the line and size of the font. Problems arise when 

keeping track of the intersection point of the line with the stmcture and the point in which 

the label is drawn. The VOI is arbittarily rotated, so the points calculated are not the 

points relative to the original coordinate system. Multiplying each point by the inverse of 

the rotation matrix solves this problem. Once this is done, the points are multiplied by 

the new rotation mattices to keep labels in proper position. 

5.2 Feature Implementation 

5.2.1 Volume Rendering in OpenGL 

The following outiine describes the steps in which the system takes to display 

stereoscopic and monoscopic volumes. The OpenGL calls "glColorMask" filter out 

specific colors diuing rendering. The parameters enable the red, green, blue, and alpha 

color of each pixel to be drawn respectively. 

1. Download pixel information into texture memory 

2. For each frame 

a. If using stereo, then 

i. Render Right Eye Image 

1. glColorMask(GL_TRUE,GL_FALSE,GL_FALSE,GL_TR 

UE) 

2. Translate camera to the right 
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3. Calculate perspective view 

4. Render Scene (Goto b) 

ii. Render Left Eye Image 

1. glColorMask(GL_FALSE,GL_FALSE,GL_TRUE,GL_TR 

UE) 

2. Translate camera to the left 

3. Calculate perspective view 

4. Render Scene (Goto b) 

b. If not using stereo, then 

i. Update VOI BB coordinates 

ii. Calculate view direction 

iii. glEnable(GL_DEPTH_TEST) 

iv. glEnable(GL_BLEND) 

V. glBlendFunc(GL_SRC_ALPHA,GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPH 

A) 

vi. Translate volume 

vii. Multiply quatemion matrix to current mattix (rotations) 

viii. Draw Clipping planes if necessary 

ix. Draw Labels if necessary 

X. Draw Slices 

xi. Swap Buffers. 

Figure 5.8 shows the basic flow of the rendering process. The loading process occurs 

during the top half of the diagram where pixels and segmentation are loaded into 

memory. Then the user inputs the type of texture volume rendering to perform. The 

main graphics loop consists of calculations and OpenGL graphics calls to set up the scene 

then finally swapping a temporary buffer with the frame buffer (double buffering). 

Double buffering prevents flickering by allowing the hardware to use one buffer to draw 

to the screen while the temporary buffer is being used to prepare the next frame. 
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Figure 5.8: Rendering process diagram. 

5.2.1.1 OpenGL Textures 

The first step in the volume visualization within V-VBS is to download pixel 

values into memory. Recall in section 5.1.3 the fiinctions used to do this are 

glTexImagelD, glTexImage2D, and glTexImage3D. With these fiinctions comes a 

requirement that all texttires must have the dimensions in the form of 2", where n is a 

-negative integer. Furthermore the minimum texttire size is 64x64 and the maximum 
non 
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texttu-e size depends on the specific implementation of OpenGL and the graphics card 

capabilities. There are three methods to combat these problems. The first method for 

dealing witii this problem is to pad a texture with zeros to force the texhire's dimensions 

to be power of two. In this case the texture coordinates are adjusted so that the padded 

section of the texture is never used. This is particularly wasteftil when dealing with large 

textures and only increases the memory to store textures. The second method is to use 

the OpenGL Utility Library fiinction gluScalelmage to aher the size of textures. The 

parameters for this function include the original dimensions of the image and the 

dimensions of the modified image. Using this method reduces or increases the resolution 

of the original image, e.g., a texture with 100x100 pixel dimension is reduced to 64x64 

pixel dimension. This also affects the number of voxels visible when volume rendering 

is performed. Another drawback to using gluScalelmage is that 3D textures are not 

supported. The final method is to break up textures into textures with dimensions of 

power of two. Pre-calculations are done to determine the dimensions of the volumes and 

all volumes are rendered at the same time. This method is rather complicated to 

implement. 

In order to use texture mapping, OpenGL requires the image to have dimensions 

that are powers of two. There are two methods to accommodate this requirement. One 

method expands or conttacts the image by adding pixels or removing pixels. The other 

method breaks an image up into smaller images that have the dimensions of power of 

two. For simplicity, the first method is implemented by using a fiinction called 

gluScalelmage. The parameters for this fiinction include the original dimensions of the 

image and the dimensions of the modified image. Despite its simplicity, a reduction of 

image resolution occurs with this method, e.g., an image with 100x100 pixel dimension is 

reduced to 64x64 pixel dimension. 

5.2.1.2 2D-textured Object-AHgned Slices 
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Using the object-aligned slices method requires three sets of 2D textures; one for 

each axis, x,y, and z . For example, a 512x256x128 volume may have 512 coronal slices, 

256 saggital slices, and 128 axial slices. Each set of texttu-es sample the volume from 

different directions and are mapped to polygons (slices) that are individually visible 

based on tiie view matrix to present a solid object when viewed at any direction. The 

view matrix also determines the order that the slices are blended together: front-to-back 

and back-to-front. The viewing direction is calculated from the rotation matrix by a 

simple formula: 

Dx = (R02-R03)/(R32-R33) 

Dy = (Ri2-R,3)/(R32-R33) 

Dz = (R22-R23)/(R32-R33) 

where D is the viewing vector and R is the rotation matrix. This vector is then used to 

determine which set of slices should be drawn by determining the largest component of 

the direction. For example, if the absolute value of Dx is greater than the absolute value 

of Dy and Dz, then the slices are drawn along the x axis. For slices to blend correctly in 

OpenGL the slices have to be drawn starting fiirthest first and closest last. The view 

vector is also used to determine which way the slices have to be drawn. If the slices are 

being drawn along the x axis and the absolute value of Dx is greater than zero, then the 

slices are drawn from front to back. If they are less than zero, slices are drawn back to 

front relative to the original position of the object not from the viewer. The viewer 

always views slices drawn front to back. 

There are several steps in the implementation of 2D-textured object-aligned slices 

(see Figure 5.9). First, during pre-processing, pixels are loaded from a file into memory 

and stored as 2D textures. If the pixel dimension is not a power of two, then scaling is 

performed to shrink or expand the pixels through a series of interpolations and sampling 

to meet this requirement. Additional 2D textures are produced from the pixels stored in 

memory for each of the other two slice stacks. This step effectively ttiples the amount of 

overall texttire storage. The final step in the pre-process stage is to pre-calculate polygon 

position and separation. During rendering, each frame calculates the viewing direction 
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and determines which set of polygon stacks are most perpendicular with the viewing 

direction. Each stack has the same rendering procedure. For each polygon in the stack 

the appropriate 2D-texture is specified as well as texture and polygon coordinates. 

Translations are made based on the pre-computed polygon separation. Finally, the 

volume is ttanslated back to the origin. 

5.2.1.3 3D-Textiired View-Aligned Shces 

There are several steps to creating 3D-Textured View-Aligned slices. Here are 

the steps to create 3D-Textured View-Aligned Slices: 

1. Download pixels into memory as a 3D texture. 

2. For each frame 

a. Get view direction (same algorithm as in 2D-Textured Object-Aligned 

Slices). 

b. Determine the position of the first and last slices. 

c. Calculate slice separation based on the number of sample planes. 

d. For each slice 

i. Clip slice with the bounding box of the volume (calculates the 

intersection points of slice), 

ii. Calculate the texture coordinates for the slice, 

iii. Compute the convex hull of the intersection points (sorts the points 

for drawing the slice), 

iv. Draw and texture map the slice. 

The most computationally expensive steps include i-iii. Clipping is done by an 

intersection algorithm discussed in section 2.2.1. It calculates the points where the slice 

meets the bounding box of the volume. The implementation of this algorithm can be seen 

in listing B.2 of Appendix B. Figure 5.10 shows the flow chart for 3D-texured view-

aligned rendering. 
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Figure 5.9: 2D-textured object-aligned slices process diagram. 
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Figure 5.10: 3D-textured view-aligned process diagram. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS 

6.1 Test Methods 

Using the test design in section 4.3, tests were performed to determine real-time 

responses of main features provided by V-VBS. The first sets of test are used to observe 

the affect of frame rates on computers with different resources while displaying a rotating 

volume. Both rendering methods were tested with volumes of the same dimension for 

the same amoimt of time. In order to capture consistent comparable data, each volume is 

fully animated and displayed for the same amount of time. The animation procedure uses 

time driven model manipulations that rotate the model throughout the recording process. 

Furthermore, the rotations were chosen to take the texture swapping delay into 

consideration when using the 2D-textured object-aligned method. Figure 6.1 shows an 

example of the rotations that occur during testing. Special consideration was also noted 

to compare the two rendering methods with volumes that required the approximate 

number of polygons. Using more polygons to display the volume creates a better quality 

image. Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show a comparison of both rendering methods with the 

same number of polygons. Some difficulty in comparing the rendering methods arises 

when comparing the number of polygons used to display the volume. The number of 

polygons that the 3D-textured view-aligned method uses continuously changes as the 

volume rotates, but the 2D-textured object-ahgned method only changes the number of 

polygons when one of the three axes are closer to the viewing direction. The affect of the 

number of polygons used to display the volume for both methods is observed in the 

second sets of tests. Other features, such as volume loading, VOI sttucttire search, 

labeling, and volume changes, are also included in the second sets of test. 
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Figure 6.1: Example of rotations applied to animate a volume (containing a kidney) 
during testing. 

256 Polygons 128 Polygons 64 Polygons 

Figure 6.2, Comparison of 2D-texttired object-ahgned volumes with fewer polygons. 
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256 Polygons 128 Polygons 64 Polygons 

Figure 6.3: Comparison of 3D-textured view-aligned volumes with fewer polygons 

6.2 Rotations 

Table 6.1 shows the results for each volume on Computer 1 according to both 

visualization techniques and their display rates. On Computer 1, the largest volume that 

can be created and manipulated is 512x512x256. OpenGL limits the size of textures it is 

able to load into memory; therefore, no other volume could be tested larger than Volume 

512x512x256. Computationally intense rotation is achieved at 4fps using the 3D-view 

aligned polygons method and Ifps using the 2D-object aligned polygons. The number of 

polygons can affect the frame rates. Therefore the polygon counts for both methods are 

relatively the same. Figure 6.4 compares the average number of polygons for both 

methods of visualization. The difference in the number of polygons tends to get larger as 

the volumes get larger. However, the difference is not so large that comparing the frames 

per second of both methods is very difficult. Figure 6.5 compares both methods of 

visualization on the P4 GF3 128 computer. The results for this computer demonstrate 

how the computational requirements for the view-aligned method affect the display rate 

and how the texmre swapping eventually decreases the display rate of the object-aligned 

method. The results for all nine volumes on all four computers using the object-aligned 

method can be viewed in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.6. 
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Since the computers P4 GF3 128, P4 GF3 64, and P4 GF4 64 are the only ones 

that support 3D-texture mapping, which is used for the view-aligned method, they are the 

only ones tested for this method. Table 6.3 and Figure 6.7 show that P4 GF3 128 uses 

the extra available memory on the graphics card to display the volume faster than the 

other computer until the volume becomes too large to fit in memory. They also show that 

the P4 GF3 64 and the P4 GF4 64 perform nearly identical except that P4 GF4 64 is 

slightly better. 

Volume 
Dimension 

256x256x64 
256x256x128 
512x256x64 
256x256x256 
512x256x128 
512x512x64 
512x256x256 
512x512x128 
512x512x256 

Object-Aligned 

Average FPS 
64 
45 
42 
25 
23 
20 
6 
4 
1 

Average Polygons 
169 
201 
268 
256 
292 
354 
317 
361 
433 

View 

Average FPS 
34 
17 
17 
9 
9 
9 
5 
4 
4 

-Aligned 

Average Polygons 
143 
177 
195 
244 
230 
250 
295 
285 
357 

500 

450 

400 

n View-Aligned 

B Object-Aligned 

/ - . / .^-^ . / jy^-

f 
,«?^ 

cT J^ # 

Figure 6.4: Chart comparing average number of polygons for view and object aligned 
methods on P4 GF3 128. 
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Figure 6.5: Object-ahgned versus view-aligned methods with P4 GF3 128. 

Table 6.2: Object-ahgned method results. 

Name 
256x256x64 

256x256x128 
512x256x64 

256x256x256 
512x256x128 

512x512x64 
512x256x256 

512x512x128 
512x512x256 

P4GF3128 
Ave. FPS 

64 
45 
42 
25 
23 
20 
6 
4 
1 

P4 GF3 64 
Ave. FPS 

64 
46 
44 
8 
8 
8 
3 
3 
0 

P4 GF4 64 
Ave. FPS 

64 
52 
43 
12 
7 
10 
4 
3 
1 

P3 GF3 64 
Ave. FPS 

51 
33 
32 
13 
15 
11 
2 
1 
0 

P2 GF4 64 
Ave. FPS 

17 
17 
16 
5 
4 
4 
1 
1 
0 
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Figure 6.6: Object-aligned method average FPS results on all computers. 

Table 6.3: View-aligned method rotation results. 

Name 
256x256x64 
256x256x128 
512x256x64 
256x256x256 
512x256x128 
512x512x64 
512x256x256 
512x512x128 
512x512x256 

P4GF3 128 
Ave. FPS 

34 
17 
17 
9 
9 
9 
5 
4 
4 

P4 GF3 64 
Ave. FPS 

30 
15 
15 
7 
7 
7 
4 
3 

P4 GF4 64 
Ave. FPS 

42 
27 
27 
15 
15 
14 
3 
3 

3 1 
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Figure 6.7: View-aligned method results. 

6.3 Ahering Resolution 

For computers that may not have resources to achieve interactive frame rates for 

large volumes, V-VBS provides the reduction of polygons to create the volume. Table 

6.4 shows the results of reducing polygons to achieve interactive frame rates on P3 GF2 

64. The table shows the number of slices that are skipped for each slice stack. For 

example, when the depth slices are set to skip one slice, the number of slices to represent 

the depth stack is reduced by one half Since this graphics card does not support 3D 

texture-mapping, only the 2D-textured object-oriented rendering method could be used. 

Table 6.4: 256x256x256 with varying resolution to achieve interactive rendering on 
P3 GF2 64. 

Width 
Skip 

0 
0 
0 
1 
1 

1 
2 

Height 
Skip 

0 

0 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 

Depth 
Skip 

0 
1 

1 
1 

2 
2 

2 

Ave FPS 
3 
9 

9 
12 
11 

11 
44 

IVIost 
Polygons 

256 
256 
256 

128 
128 

128 

85 

Least 
Polygons 

256 

128 
128 
128 
85 

85 

85 

Average 
Polygons 
256.763794 

225.367813 
225.367813 
128.470581 
106.382355 

118.117722 

85.499878 
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6.4 Ray to Voxel CoUision Detection 

The time that it takes to obtain the identity of a voxel in which the user is pointing 

the cursor is exttemely short. Only a single ray originating at the point of the cursor and 

ending at a visible voxel or volume boundary is cast at one time. Table 6.5 shows the 

time It takes for a single ray to cast through a variety of voxels. The times in the table 

also reflect the time to detect a collision between a ray and the volume's bounding box. 

Table 6.6 displays the sample data tiiat is collected from the P4 GF3 256 computer each 

time tiie cursor is moved. When the ray does not collide with the volume then zero 

voxels are recorded. 

Number of 

Voxels 

0 

1000 

2000 

3000 

4000 

5000 

6000 

Table 6.5: 

P4 GF3 256 

Ave. Time 

(ms) 

0.02 

0.3 

0.4 

0.5 

0.6 

0.8 

0.9 

Ray to Voxel Collision Time. 

P4 GF4 64 

Ave. Time 

(ms) 

0.02 

0.3 

0.4 

0.5 

0.6 

0.8 

0.9 

P4 GF2 256 

Ave. Time 

(ms) 

0.05 

0.8 

1.5 

1.9 

2.0 

2.6 

5.0 

P4 GF4 64 

Ave. Time 

(ms) 

0.07 

1.5 

2.2 

3.8 

5.2 

6.8 

30.2 
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Table 6.6: Sample data from P4 GF3 256 computer. 

Number of 
voxels 

6356 
6356 

6356 
6356 
5584 
5276 
5332 
5508 
5656 
5740 
5800 
5860 
5892 
5944 
5944 
5820 
4649 

4774 

Time (ms) 
0.923022 

0.921626 
0.919949 
0.917994 

0.836978 
0.793956 
0.785575 
0.810438 
0.833346 
0.843683 
0.856254 
0.865194 

0.867987 
0.878603 
0.876089 
0.859327 
0.882794 

0.980851 

6.5 Highlighting and Changing Opacities 

As mentioned in section 5.2.1, there are two methods to change the values of 

voxels once they have been loaded into memory. Table 6.7 shows the results for both 

methods when changing the voxels of the entire volume. The Color Table method 

provides instantaneous changes to volumes. However, due to OpenGL constraints, it is 

currently limited to changing 256 stmctures at a time. 512x512x128 and 512x512x256 

contained more than 256 stmctures so results could not be obtained. The algorithm that 

uses the coordinates of the bounding boxes to determine if a stmcture is completely 

within the user selected VOI mns at near interactive rates. 
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Table 6.7: Results from changing all voxels within the volume using P4 GF3 128. 

Name 

256x256x64 

256x256x128 

512x256x64 

256x256x256 

512x256x128 

512x512x64 

512x256x256 

512x512x128 

512x512x256 

Bounding Box Time (ms) 

2160.21 

5020.23 

5100.54 

12200.76 

22220.76 

52322.43 

62322.43 

82322.43 

102322.43 

Color Table Time (ms) 

3.25 

3.21 

3.41 

3.27 

3.69 

3.75 

3.22 

6.6 Present Stmcture Algorithm 

Table 6.8 contains the results of testing the algorithms discussed in section 5.1.4. 

Algorithm 1 consists of six comparisons to determine if a stmcture lies within the same 

bounding box as the tested stmcture's bounding box. Algorithm 2 uses the same 

comparisons as Algorithm 1, but also searches the edges of the bounding box to produce 

a list of all the stmctures within the bounding box. Algorithm 3 is a bmte-force search 

that scans through die entire volume. Figure 6.9 shows the comparisons of Algorithm 2 

and 3. 

Table 6.8: Stmcture search results on P4 GF3 128. 

Name 
256x256x64 

256x256x128 

512x256x64 

256x256x256 

512x256x128 

512x512x64 

512x256x256 

512x512x128 

512x512x256 

Execution Time (ms) 
Algorithm 1 

0.052 
0.060 
0.061 
0.061 
0.060 
0.061 
0.061 
0.060 
0.060 

Algorithm 2 
2925.405 
4112.114 
6270.790 
8089.707 
16191.832 
9893.998 
16270.757 
21861.934 
44032.172 

Algorithm 3 
4721.633 
8701.549 
9527.199 
17553.078 
20747.076 
34122.887 
35320.355 
69028.016 
137147.547 
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Figure 6.8: Search algorithm results on P4 GF3 128. 
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Since resources are limited on a PC, visualization of large datasets are provided 

by allowing the user to navigate through the body and selecting a VOI. The results show 

that mteractive volumetric virtual body stmctures can be created on a standard PC. 

Furthermore, multiple volumes from different locations of the body can be loaded and 

manipulated in real-time. Other systems accomplish such volume manipulations on PCs 

using pre-rendered images [24]. 

System resources impose a limit to the size of the volume that V-VBS can render 

in real-time (especially the video card capabilities and memory). However, resolution 

reduction can increase the largest volume size that can be visualized at interactive frame 

rates. In the fiiture, a method to create volume bricks in which muhiple VOI are rendered 

simuhaneously in a scene graph will be explored. This will allow larger volumes to be 

generated and provide more flexibility when creating VOI's. 

Volume visualization is greatly enhanced by shadows. PCs are now making it 

possible to create shadows for volumes and allow interactive manipulations. Future 

versions of V-VBS will include shadows by using available consumer graphics hardware 

and the "render to texture" feature that they provide. Additional light properties are 

becoming increasingly feasible with advances in graphics hardware. As hardware 

advances, the rendering model becomes more complicated. Future research in volume 

graphics will probably be directed toward multiple scattering volume shading models. 

Future work toward providing volume interactions on palm pilots will also be 

explored. This will employ a server where volume information is stored then rendered 

and sent across a wireless network. This work will impose even more restrictions on the 

size of the rendered image, frames sent per second, and applications size. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis has demonstrated the use of two texture-based rendering techniques 

with consumer graphics hardware to visualize large full-color volumes and allow "on the 

fly" changes to groups of voxels in real time. V-VBS is an anatomical training system 

that utilizes the visible human male dataset for volume rendering and a ray to bounding 

box collision detection algorithm for organ identification. New databases based on the 

original dataset were created to provide a list of connected stmctiues and single stmcture 

boimding boxes. Unlike some anatomical training systems that use special hardware, 

expensive workstations, or pre-rendered images, this system mns on standard "off the 

shelf personal computers yet, still provides interactive frame rates for large fiill-color 

volumes. 
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Listing A.l OpenGL Extensions Query 

int IsExtensionSupported(const char *extension) 

{ 

const GLubyte *extensions = NULL; 

const GLubyte * start = NULL; 

GLubyte *where, *temiinator; 

/* Extension names should not have spaces. */ 

where = (GLubyte *) strchr(extension,''); 

if (where || *extension == '\0') 

return 0; 

extensions = glGetString(GL_EXTENSIONS); 

start = extensions; 

for(;;){ 

where = (GLubyte *) strstr((const char *) start, extension); 

if (! where) 

break; 

terminator = where + strlen(extension); 

if (where == start || *(where - 1) == '') 

if (*terminator == " || *terniinator == '\0') 

return 1; 

start = terminator; 

} 

return 0; 

Listing A.2 Object-AUgned Slices 

// Rotation matrix 
GLdouble ModelRotMat [16]; 

// Get the current viewing transformation from OpenGL 
glGetDoublev (GL_MODELVIEW_MATRIX, ModelRotMat); 

// Viewing direction 
GLdouble view[3]; 

// Calculate viewing direction from rotation matrix 
view[0] = (ModelRotMat[2] - ModelRotMat[3] ) / 
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(ModeIRotMat[14] - ModelRotMat[15]) 
view[l] = (ModelRotMat[6] - ModelRotMat[7] ) / 

(ModelRotMat[14] - ModelRotMat[15]) 
view[2] = (ModeIRotMat[10] - ModelRotMat[l 1]) / 

(ModelRotMat[14] - ModelRotMat[15]) 

// Calculate the largest absolute vector component 
int max component; 
float abview[3]; 
abview [0] = fabs(view[0]); 
abview [1] = fabs(view[l]); 
abview [2] = fabs(view[2]); 

if (( abview.vertex[0]>abview.vertex[l]) && (abview.vertex[0]>abview.vertex[2])) 
maxcomponent = 0; 

else 

if ((abview.vertex[l]>abview.vertex[0]) && ( abview.vertex[l]>abview.vertex[2])) 
max_component = 1; 

else 
maxcomponent = 2; 

// render slices according to the viewing direction 
switch(max_component) 
{ 
case 0: // X-slices 

if (view.vertex[0] < 0) 
draw_xfront2back(); 

else 
draw_xback2front(); 

break; 
case 1: // Y-slices 

if (view.vertex[l] < 0) 
draw_yfront2back(); 

else 
draw_yback2front(); 

break; 
case 2: // Z-slices 

if (view.vertex[2] < 0) 
draw_zfront2back(); 

else 
draw_zback2front(); 

break; 
} 

Listing A.2 Line Plane Intersection Code 

int LinePlaneIntersect( 
const float pO[3], const float pi [3], //line end points 
const float sp[3], const float sn[3], //plane point & norm 
float pnew[3]) //new values 

{ 
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floatt = ( (sn[0]*(sp[0] - pO[0]) 
+ sn[l]*(sp[l]-pO[l]) 
+ sn[2]*(sp[2] - p0[2])) 
/ 

(sn[0]*(pl[0]-pO[0]) 
+ sn[l]*(pl[l]-pO[l]) 
+ sn[2]*(pl[2]-p0[2]))); 

if( (t>=0) && (t<=l)) 
{ 

//compute line intersection 
pnew[0] = pO.[0] + t*(pL[0] - pO.[0]); 
pnew[l] = pO.[l] + t*(pL[l] - pO.[l]); 
pnew[2] = p0.[2] + t*(pl.[2] - p0.[2]); 

} 
return 0; 

} 

Listing A.3. Package wrapping code for slices 

void PackageWrap(const float BB[6][2],const float Center[2] ,const int points, int order[6]) 
{ 

float dx, dy, tt ,theta; 
int next.tmp; 

for(int j=0; j<points; j++) 
{//for each vertex 

theta = -10; //find one with largest angle from center.. 
next=j; 
for (int k= j ; k<points; k++) 
{ 

//check angle made between other edges 
dx = BB[order[k]][0] - Center[0]; 
dy = BB[order[k]][l] - Center[l]; 

if( (dx == 0) && (dy == 0)) 
{//same as center? 

next = k; 
break; //out of this for-loop 

} 
//compute theta [0-4] 
tt = dy/(fabs(dx) + fabs(dy)); 

if( dx < 0.0) 
tt = (float)(2.0 - tt); //check quadrants 2&3 

else if( dy < 0.0 ) 
tt = (float)(4.0 + tt); //quadrant 4 

if( theta <= tt) //grab the max theta 
{ 
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next = k; 
theta = tt; 

} 

} //end for(k) angle checking 

SWAP(order[j],order[next],tmp); 

} //end for(j) edge /angle sort 
} 

Listing A.4. Intersection test code 

bool IntersectionTest (float* fOrigin[3], float* fDirection[3], 
float fExtent[3], float& frO,float& rfll) 

{ 
float fSaveTO = rfTO, fSaveTl = rfTl; 

bool bNotEntirelyClipped = 
Clip(+fl)irection[0], -fOrigin[0]-fExtent[0],rfrO,rfri) && 
Clip(- flDirection [0],+fOrigin[0]-fExtent[0],rfrO,rfri) && 
Clip(+flDirection[l], -fOrigin[l]-fExtent[l],rfrO,rfri) && 
Clip(- flDirection[l], +fOrigin[l]-fExtent[l],rfrO,rfri) && 
Clip(+fDirection[2], -fOrigin[2]-fExtent[2],rfrO,rfri) && 
Clip(- fl3irection[2], +fOrigin [2]-flExtent[2],rfrO,rfri); 

return bNotEntirelyClipped && (fTO != fSavelO || fTl != fSaveTl); 

} 

Listing A.5. Clipping code un-optimized 

bool Clip (float fDenom, float flvlumer, float& frO,float& fri){ 
if(fDenom>0.0) 
{ 

int ti = fNumer/fDenom; 
if (ti > f l l ) return false; 
i f ( t i>frO) frO = ti; 
return true; 

} 
else if( fDenom < 0.0) 
{ 

int ti = fNumer/fDenom; 
i f ( t i> f r0 ) return false; 
i f ( t i > f r i ) f r i= t i ; 
return true; 

} 
else 

return fNumer <= 0.0; 

} 
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Listing A.6. Clipping code optimized 

bool Clip (float fDenom, float flvfumer, float& fr0,float& fl l) 
{ 

if( fDenom > 0.0) 
{ 

if ( fNumer > fDenom*fTl ) return false; 
if (fNumer > fDenom* fTO ) fTO = flvlumer/flDenom; 
return true; 

} 
else if ( fDenom < 0.0) 
{ 

if ( fNumer > fDenom*fTO) return false; 
if ( fNumer > fDenom*fri) f l l = flSIumer/flDenom; 
return true; 

} 
else 

return fNumer <= 0.0; 
} 
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Figure B.l: Blood vessels and neghip image comparisons. 
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Figure B.5, Partial walk- through in the sagittal direction by removing 5 slices at a time. 

Figure B.6: Interactive slicing 
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Figure B.7: Right atrium wall labeled and highlighted 
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Figure B.IO: VOI creation flow chart 
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W 8 S Object 
# ScaleMat: MATRIX 
# RotMat; MATRIX 

# CurQuat; VECTOR 
# LastQuat: VECTOR 
# VolumeBB : 0BB3D 

+ W B S Object: 
• -WBSlObject: 

+ SetBoundingBox: void 
• GetBoundingBox: 0BB3D 

+ SetScale; void 
+ GetScate; MATRIX 
+ SefTfanslate; \«jid 

+ GetTransiate: MATRIX 
+ SelRotate; void 

+ GetRotate; MATRIX 
# CalcView/Dir: VECTOR 

# GetMaxComp: int 
# l4>dateObje(± void 

2D Volume 
- Mode; DRAWMODE 

• TextureType: TEXTYPE 
- Width: int 
- Height: int 
- D^th: int 

- SkipV\fidth; int 
- SkipHeight: int 
- SlcipOeptti: int 

* 2DVokin»e: 
+ -20Vdume: 

+ DrawVolume: void 
+ InitTextures: void 

+ SetSkipSfices: void 
+ SetDrawMode: void 

- En^leTextures: void 
- DtsableTextures: void 

• DravKZ_FrontToBack: void 
• CyawZ~BackToFrwit: vrad 
Drawy_FfontToBack; void 
O^wVlBackToFront; void 

• l>avKX_FTOntToBad<: void 
• DrawX BoAToFront void 

-Inheritance-

begmented 
• begbutfer: auAfray<unsignea short> 

- LocalRay: RAY3D 
- ScreenRay; RAYM) 
- LineSO: VECTOR 

# width; in! 
# height; int 
# depth: int 

+ Segmented; 
+ -Segmented 

+ LoadSegOata: bod 
* GetSegData: int 

+ SetSegData: void 
+ GetPit*ed: int 

'•' UpdateCollisionDetect: void 
+ SetLabels; void 

• RemoveAIILabets; void 
•*• DrawLabeis: void 

- Fhdlntersection: bod 
- Clip: bool 

- VisibleRayStep: boot 
- CalcRayClick: RAY3D 

- CalcLocalRay: bool 

T 
-Inheritance 

3D Volume 
- Width: nt 
- Height: int 
- Depth: int 
- Res: int 

+ 3DVolume: 
• -3DVolume: 

+ IntializeTextures: vc»d 
+ DrawVolume: voW 

•*• SetRes: void 
+ GetRes: int 

- EnabieTextures; void 
- DisableTextures; void 
- Package Wrap; void 
- RenderBric*; void 
- Intersection: int 

Figure B.l 1: UML diagram of core classes. 
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Volume Info 

It X2: int 
#Y l : in t 
# Y2: int 
#Z1:int 
# Z2; int 

# InfoTable: VHM_Orgtab 

+ Vdumejnfo : 
+ -Voktmejnfo : 

+ GetNumOfOrgansPresent: int 
•*• SetAsPresent; void 

+ SetAsNotPresent: void 
+ (^tPresent: bod 
+ Set/Mpha: void 
+ GetAlpha: float 

* SetAsSetected: vdd 
+ SetAsNotSelected: void 

+ GetSelected: bool 
+ SetColorTableNktm: void 
+ GetCoiorTableNum: int 
* GetBoundingBox: void 
+ SetBoundingBox: void 

+ SetCotor: void 
* GetCoior: unsigned long 

# FindOrgiD: rit 

Figure B.12: Volumelnfo class UML diagram 
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